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Abstract 

Much research show that strategies of personalization aiming to meet customers' needs and 

behaviors are an important aspect to influence the competitiveness within an industry. 

However there is a gap of studies on how airlines use customer involvement for creating 

personalized strategies in the field of e-commerce while enhancing the competitive advantage. 

This study is aims to describe how airlines can create personalized e-commerce strategies by 

considering the customer involvement in order to enhance their competitiveness. In 

conjunction with this first assumption the study aims to demonstrate how airlines could 

increase their customer loyalty by implementing the concept of customer relationship 

management (CRM) within their e-commerce strategies. A theoretical framework has been 

developed derived from a review of the existing literature in order to describe how airlines 

can use personalization as a strategy in e-commerce to develop a competitive advantage.  

A qualitative multiple-case study has been chosen for this study. Three companies have been 

studied within the European airline industry and have been led by a deductive approach which 

will aim to investigate the theoretical framework. 

The analysis of empirical findings revealed some relevant conclusions, which can bring value 

to the research area, and also to the practice. The main findings show that airlines are 

involving customers into their e-commerce strategies in various forms and different levels 

regarding a specific project. One of the major result of this thesis is that airlines seem to focus 

on point of contacts with customers external to the e-commerce platform.  

 

Keywords: e-commerce, e-CRM, customer involvement, competitive advantage, customer 

loyalty, personalization.  
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1. Introduction 

This chapter presents the background of the research. The problem statement follows with the 

purpose, which leads to the research questions. Eventually, this chapter gives the delimitation 

of the research.  

1.1 Background of the Research 

During the last fifteen years, the airline industry has experienced rough times. Due to the 

global turmoil and economic slowdown in the European market, airlines have come to know 

that cost containment, financial strength and efficiency are more important than ever. 'The 

volatile demand of air traffic, the increasing number and strength of (low-cost) competitors, 

unstable fuel costs and more diverse and specific passenger needs, force airlines to expect the 

unexpected' (International Air Transport Association (IATA), 2012).  

Beside the variance in the demand for air traffic, fluctuations of the economy and the 

competitive industry, airlines had to face unexpected situations such as natural disasters and 

terrorist attacks (Costa et al., 2002). These kinds of calamities affect the passenger confidence 

and trust and have a serious and continuing effect on demand (Shaw, 2011). During the last 

decade, fuel prices have increased drastically and huge losses have been made by several full-

service legacy
1
 airlines (ibid).  

As stated by Boland, Morrison and O'Neil (2002), the airline industry has reached a  

crossroads. Hence, traditional airline business models and marketing methods are lagging, 

unable to cope with new business dynamics and the ever changing customer demands (Ibid). 

Whereas many airlines focus on operational improvements to reduce costs, the customer is 

often ignored. According to Jarach (2004), "the one country, one flag carrier is still working, 

but no longer achievable".  

Technological improvements have required airlines to constantly upgrade their equipment  

and facilities to stay competitive (Jarach, 2004). There has been a rapid development in 

business-to-consumer (B2C) electronic commerce due to the increasing degree of internet 

penetration and the improvement of internet technology since the 1990s (Ranganathan & 

Ganapathy, 2002; Xu et al., 2011). E-commerce has become an effective platform for 

marketing, promoting and selling both products and services to consumers (ibid).   

Evolving in a world of technology changes, e-commerce provide many benefits such as the 

diffusion  of information, the development of new technologies, the promotion and sales of 

products and services, and the collaboration between businesses in a supply chain (Matodzi, 

2005). In fact, many e-commerce principles and methodologies were pioneered in the airline 

industry. Therefore, since the 80s, the airlines are using customer-shopping data to tailor the 

consumer demand and supply cycles and to practice a dynamic pricing policy (Smith et al., 

2001). Low and Lee (2013) argue that the airlines industry is recognized as resource-intensive 

industry.  

The improvement in the information technology allows airlines to reach the global markets. In 

terms of distribution policy, e-commerce brings a real change to the airline industry. Airlines 

should be able to enhance their business activity by understanding how e-commerce 

influences their business.  

                                                 
1
  Formed prior to the industry’s deregulation that occurred throughout the 1980s (Rieple & Helm, 2008). 
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As stated by Harison and Boonstra (2008), the use of Internet platform by airlines allows 

them to generate new profits. First, via online marketing and sales of their core services (e.g. 

flights, check-in and transportation) airlines have extended their customer database. In order 

to maintain a long-term customer loyalty, airlines have integrated Customer Relationship 

Management (CRM) tools into their websites and direct marketing practices by email (Otim 

& Grover, 2006). 

1.2 Problem Discussion 

Most airlines are currently trying to focus more and more on their customers. Managing 

customer relationships with the use of e-commerce platforms in order to optimize loyalty and 

increase revenues to gain market shares, are becoming central in the day-to-day operations of 

airlines (Boland, Morrison & O’Neill, 2002). 

Two issues, which support the focus of this study, are covered.  

The first is the approach of e-commerce that airlines should adopt to enhance their 

competitiveness by considering the customer engagement. On this issue some gaps in 

previous research have been identified which serve as a motivation for this study. Airline 

industry is at the origin of the main e-commerce principles. Online travel is a big business and 

has become one of the most popular items purchased by consumers on the internet (ibid). 

Earlier studies have emphasized the importance of firms' websites and e-commerce tools as 

distribution channels to generate a great source of profit and enhance the firms' competitive 

advantage (Xing & Grandt, 2006 in Harison & Boonstra, 2008).   

Secondly, this study tends to explore whether airlines could increase their customer loyalty by 

implementing the CRM aspects into their e-commerce strategies. As stated by Chen and 

Popovich (2003), customer relationship marketing was developed on the basis that customers 

differ in their needs, preferences, buying behavior, etc. Then, by understanding customer 

drivers and customer profitability, organizations can better tailor their needs and offerings to 

maximize the overall value of their customer portfolio. Furthermore, by implementing 

'customer-centric' approaches to relationship management, organizations will be better 

positioned to acquire, develop and retain highly valued customers (ibid). Previous research on 

electronic commerce customer relationship management (e-CRM) implementations and their 

impact on businesses have often dealt with the process level, technical aspects, or on 

marketing issues. However, viewed from a higher level, the effect on firms’ successes in 

electronic commerce is still unclear (Schoder & Madeja, 2004). Therefore, this study also 

tends to explore whether airlines could increase their customer loyalty by implementing the 

CRM aspects into their e-commerce strategies.  

1.3 Purpose Statement 

The purpose of this study is to describe how European airlines can enhance their 

competitiveness by considering the customer involvement within personalized e-commerce 

strategies. 

Furthermore, it aims to demonstrate whether airlines could increase their customer loyalty by 

implementing the concept of customer relationship management (CRM) within their  

e-commerce strategies.  
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1.4 Research Questions 

Therefore, this study follows the bellow research questions: 

 How do airlines deal with customer involvement within their e-commerce strategies of 

personalization? 

 How do airlines increase their customer loyalty in the European market in order to 

enhance their competitive advantage? 

 How do airlines manage the customer involvement by implementing the CRM in their  

e-commerce? 

1.5 Delimitations 

Resulting of a pilot study within the airline industry, this thesis is limited to investigating the 

behavior of airlines regarding the customer involvement in the establishment of personalized 

commercial products/services in order to enhance the competitive advantage. As a result, the 

researcher does not focused on the technical aspects that include e-commerce. Also, the 

researcher disregard the customer involvement in physical products development. 

In conjunction, the research aims to explore the link between the customer relationship 

management and the customer loyalty to an airline through the e-commerce. 

1.6 Thesis Disposition 

The thesis follows a process in which each chapter lies as a foundation for the next chapter. 

After introducing and discussing the subject, the theoretical framework functions as the base 

when gathering the empirical findings. By analyzing the empirical findings and using the 

literature review, a conclusion could be drawn to answer to the author’s research questions. 

 

This thesis is made up of six chapters. The first chapter has contained the introduction in 

which the background of the subject was covered, narrowed down to the problem discussion 

and state the purpose as well as the research questions. The second chapter is a literature 

review of the existing theories regarding the field of this research in order to create an 

understanding for the reader, as well as build the base for the theoretical framework which is 

used in chapter 5, data analysis. Chapter three 'methodology' describes in what manner this 

research is conducted and thereby elaborates on the chosen research methods. It also deals 

with the manner in which data are analyzed and the justification for the research and methods 

related to the reliability and validity. Chapter four presents the empirical data gathered. 

Chapter five analyzes the data collected in the previous chapter by a within case analysis, by 

comparing each case to the theory and a cross case analysis, by comparing each case to each 

other defining the findings and patterns. In the last chapter of the thesis, the conclusion and 

the answers to the research questions are presented. 

 

  

Chapter 1 
Introduction 

Chapter 2 
Literature 
Review 

Chapter 3 
Methodology 

Chapter 4 
Empirical 

Data 

Chapter 5 
Data Analysis 

Chapter 6 
Conclusion 

Figure 1: Outline of the thesis 
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2. Literature Review 

A literature framework is presented in this chapter of the thesis by using earlier research and 

literature about electronic commerce, Customer Relationship Management, the notion of 

personalization, competitive advantage and the customer involvement,  in a general way and 

with a link to the airline industry. 

2.1 Electronic Commerce 

 2.1.1 Definition of e-commerce 

It is paramount for a firm to have a clear notion of what the term e-commerce encompasses in 

order to evaluate the need to adopt new e-commerce strategies or to associate changes in the 

business strategies (Piret & Aisbet, 2002). However, e-commerce has different meanings and 

definitions depending on the perspective taken (ibid). 

Rosen (2002) states that: "e-commerce covers the range of online business activities for 

products and services, both business-to-business and business-to-consumer, through the 

Internet".  

In addition to Rosen's (2002) previous definitions, Laundon and Traver (2008) argue that the 

term e-commerce is the use of the internet and the web to transact business, more formally, 

digitally enabled commercial transactions between and among businesses and individuals.  

Matodzi (2005) explains that e-commerce can be observed and defined from different 

perspectives. From a communication perspective, e-commerce aims to deliver information, 

products and services, or payments via telephone lines, computer, or any other means. From a 

business process perspective, e-commerce is the application of technology toward the 

automation of business transactions and workflows. From a service perspective, e-commerce 

is a tool that addresses the desire of firms, consumers and management to cut service costs 

while improving the quality of goods and increasing the speed of service delivery. From an 

online perspective, electronic commerce provides the capability of buying and selling 

products and information on the Internet and other online services (Matodzi, 2005).  

E-commerce is all about sharing information and the delivery of it to provide both 

competitive advantage and value to the business and customer (ibid).  

Chaffey (2009) suggests another definition of e-commerce; arguing that e-commerce is often 

referred to as buying and selling using the internet and people usually think of consumer retail 

purchases from companies such as Amazon. However, Chaffey (2009) believes that  

e-commerce involves much more than electronically mediated financial transactions between 

companies and customers. Then, e-commerce should be defined as all electronically mediated 

transactions between a company and any third party it deals with. Moreover, non-financial 

transactions such as customer requests are important factors to be considered to be a part of  

e-commerce. The definition given by Chaffey (2009), shows that e-commerce is not solely 

dealing with the buying and selling of products, but also includes pre-sale and post-sale 

activities across the supply chain. 
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 2.1.2 E-commerce Strategies in Web 3.0 

The new advances in internet technology during the last decade have led  to the emergence of 

Web 3.0 and principally the semantic web technologies. Web 3.0 can be defined as “semantic 

Web technologies integrated into, or powering, large-scale applications” (Hendler, 2009). Not 

all experts agree on this definition of Web 3.0 but all of them point out semantics and higher 

personalization as the main features (Almeida et al., 2013). Web 3.0 can therefore be 

identified as "a set of characteristics that are changing the way of how people interact beyond 

the physical world and have influence of how to make business" (ibid). The authors add that 

one of the greatest added-values of Web 3.0 is certainly the capability to filter information 

according to individual interest.  

Practically, firms are taking advantage of Web 3.0 by having access and sharing information 

anytime and anywhere. Thus, companies can better adapt their offerings to customers, 

optimizing, cross-selling and enhancing the customer flight reservation experience, also 

taking advantage of integration with social networks and geo-targeting (Almeida et al., 2013). 

Web 3.0 technologies provide  personalized experiences for customers in developing new  

e-commerce platforms. Another aspect to take into account is the possibility of making 

purchases without leaving the social media and containing characteristics such as geo-

targeting/referencing, profile, history, customization of the product and specific payment 

conditions (ibid). This aforementioned strategy  emphasizes the importance of  encouraging  

one-to-one relations in terms of communicational efforts, but also in the way products and 

services are marketed, in order to meet individual or customer segments needs  (Garcia et al., 

2011; Almeida et al., 2013).  

Consequently, the evolution to Web 3.0 brings great challenges for companies to exploit new 

business strategies and especially in the e-commerce area (Almeida et al., 2013). Moreover, 

companies can take advantage of Web 3.0 to enhance the customer experience online and use 

new ways of interaction with the customers. Lastly, it is argued that companies will have to 

adapt their business strategies in order to deal successfully with the big amount of data 

emerging from the integration of different platforms and tools (ibid). 

  

 2.1.3 Airline e-commerce Organization 

The increasing use of the Internet over the last few years has led to a variety of new business 

opportunities especially in the airline and tourism industries (Harison & Boonstra, 2008). 

These development include the opportunity for airlines to provide complimentary services to 

each passenger, business traveler or group (ibid). Internet and e-commerce platforms are 

ideally suited for the airline industry due to the characteristics of its products and services 

commodity (McCole, 2002) which are intangible, inseparability of the production and 

consumption, perishability and fluctuation of the demand. Through further developments, 

new business models have been created employing websites to provide a growing range of 

core and a tailor-made offers to each passenger, business travelers and groups (Tierney, 2000; 

Jarach 2002; Harison & Boonstra, 2008). As mentioned in the introduction, airlines  first 

started to adopt new platforms on the Internet in order to generate new streams of profits, via 

online marketing and sales of their core services in a first time (for e.g. flights, check-in and 

transportation) then, the sales of complementary services, i.e. ancillary revenues (Harison & 

Boonstra, 2008). Subsequently, it has been easier for airlines to maintain  long-term customer 
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loyalty by integrating the CRM into their websites and online marketing tools (Otim & 

Groover, 2006; Harison & Boonstra, 2008).  

Online bookings via e-commerce platforms have simplified accounting procedures as 

transactions for online reservations are fully automated. Consequently, airlines do not have to 

pay commission  to a travel agent (Alamdari, 2002; Harison & Boonstra, 2008).  

Internet and e-commerce technologies have provided opportunities for airlines to bypass 

intermediaries like online travel agents and transact with their consumers directly 

(Nyshadham, 2000; Tsai, Huang, & Lin, 2005). The strong competition involving online 

travel agents, metasearch engines and low-cost airlines lead to new opportunities of profits in 

the direct online bookings (Park & Gretzel; Harison & Boonstra, 2008). 

Moreover, Yang (2001) emphasized that to reduce distribution costs, airlines have to turn to 

e-commerce, or e-distribution channels, to limit the number of their sales offices and to 

reduce their dependency on Computer Reservation Systems (CRS) and sales agents.  

Selling online is different from selling in a physical point of sale, which requires total 

knowledge of the behavior of online customers. Online customers' behavior is defined as 

"those actions adopted is securing, choosing, disposing, and consuming products and service 

ideas or experiences online such as decision process which follows and results to these 

activities" (Hawkins et al., 2009). Some factors that affects customers' purchase decisions 

have to be accepted in order to acquire a thorough knowledge of the behavior of customers. 

2.2 The Personalization through e-commerce 

According to Lee and Cranage (2011), personalization strategies refer to the way a  firm may 

individualize products, services and contents according to the customers’ preferences and 

interests. In the case of the airline business, it rather concerns a specific customer segment. 

These authors point out the requirement form used by firms to collect customers' data, in 

order to deliver consistent personalized offerings with customers' needs. To answer the 

increasing heterogeneous customer demand, personalization plays an important role to drive 

an innovative business in e-commerce (Grownder, 2011; Piller et al., 2014). Some research 

has  suggested that by adopting a personalized products and services offer, firms are more 

willing to receive positive customer return (Lee & Cranage, 2011). Firms should observe an 

increased willingness to disclose personal data and make purchases (ibid). Furthermore, by 

targeting individual customers or specific customer’s segments, it helps firms to achieve 

success. It has been observed that personalization is a widely-accepted marketing strategy in 

e-commerce, enabling companies to deliver a tailor-made offer for their different customers, 

generating a positive customer experience with the company (Alatalo & Siponen, 2001; Lee 

& Cranage, 2011). Therewith, the technique of personalization creates several customer 

benefits, tending to increase intentions to purchase from companies adopting this strategy 

(ibid). In e-business, and it is the case in the airline industry, personalization refers to design 

and recommends products and services according to customers’ or segments characteristics 

(Chellappa & Sin, 2005; Lee & Cranage, 2011). 

Schubert and Ginsburg (2010) highlight three levels of personalization within an e-commerce 

platform: 1) Identical presentation to all customers, meaning that the presentation of the web 

page is the same for every customer through the purchase stages. 2) Personalization by 

categorization through two different ways: menu driven or tracking based enabling the 

company to target and categorized customers in different groups of interests. 3) 

Individualization goes further by tailoring to the interest of one single customer. Therefore, a 
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personal customer profile stores the information in order to present specific dynamic web 

pages. Subsequently a website can gather more information about a single customer and 

become more adapted in the presentation of the right products / services.  

Relationship services play an important role in creating electronic relationships with 

customers through personalization. Indeed, personalization is a great approach for firms 

seeking to differentiate themselves from competition. Hence, firms that closely meet the 

needs of their buyers by delivering a personalized service will satisfy a larger number of 

customers (Kotha, 1995; Nayyar, 1995; Kotha & Rajgopal, 2004).   

2.3 Customer Relationship Management (CRM) 

 2.3.1 Definition of CRM 

Customer relationship management is a technique through which companies can obtain 

information about its best customers, their needs and requirements and gain a good return 

from them by satisfying and retaining them (Anton, 1996). As a result, CRM is based on the 

business philosophy that customers are the core of a business and a company' success will 

depends on the effectiveness of the relationship with the customers (Anton & Hoeck, 2002). 

Customer relationship management (CRM) practices state that firms should pursue long-term 

relationships with customers instead of adopting a short-term transaction oriented approach 

(Jayachandran et al, 2005).  

CRM can be defined as the management approach that involves identifying, attracting, 

developing and maintaining successful customer relationships over time in order to increase 

retention of profitable customers (Bradshaw & Brash, 2001; Massey et al., 2001). Fjermestad 

and Romano (2003) suggest that in order to conduct a successful CRM, firms should focus on 

"economically valuable" customers while repelling "economically invaluable ones". Then, it 

shows that it is more effective for firms to develop customer-centric strategies instead of 

treating all customers equally. Relationship marketing involves building relationships that 

lead to the customer retention and long-term customer loyalty, in juxtaposition to the 

traditional principles, aiming to make a one-time, immediate sale to the customer (Gronroos 

1994, Buttle, 1996). Relationship marketing theories admit that social and structural bonds 

between businesses and customers can be developed and leveraged with the objective of 

mutually beneficial exchanges (Frenzen & Davis, 1990; Constantinos et al., 2003). As 

demonstrated by Reicheld (1996), it appears that a small increase in customer retention (5%) 

can yield a 95% increase on the net present value delivered by customers. Accordingly, CRM 

is increasingly being related to e-services and even defined as the exploitation of Information 

and Communication Technology (ICT) for increasing the scale and scope of customer service 

(Kotorov 2002, Riel et al. 2001). However, although CRM implementation is mainly  

dependent and driven by ICT tools (Bradshaw & Brash, 2001), it is widely argued that CRM 

is a combination of hardware, software, processes, applications and management commitment 

(Sigala 2003, Rigby et al., 2002). 

Following previous empirical findings, scholars suggest that customer satisfaction, which is 

the underlying notion of relationship marketing, is a critical area in achieving and retaining 

competitive advantage (Constantinos et al., 2003), as it is developed further. Several research 

studies have shown that retaining current customers is much less expensive than attempting to 

attract new ones (Desatnick, 1988; Stone et al., 1996; Bitran & Mondschein, 1997; 

Chattopadhyay, 2001; Massey et al., 2001; Constantinos et al., 2003). By admitting that 
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customer retention can be accomplished by keeping high standards of customer satisfaction, 

some researchers state that customer satisfaction can lead to brand loyalty, repurchase 

intention and repeat sales (Day, 1984; Swan & Oliver, 1989; Oliver, 1999; Constantinos et al., 

2003).  

Firms aim to maintain a long-term customer loyalty by integrating the tools of customer 

relationship management (CRM) into their websites and the distribution of offers via email 

(Harison & Boonstra, 2008). 

According to Chen and Popovich (2003), technology and processes that track and analyze 

customer behavior allow companies to easily identify the best customers and focus marketing 

efforts and reward those who are likely to buy often. Developing a better understanding of the 

existing customers allows companies to interact, respond, and communicate more effectively 

to significantly increase retention rates (ibid). 

Furthermore, Chen and Popovich (2003) emphasize that customers expect firms to anticipate 

their needs and provide consistent service at levels above their expectations. In return, 

customers are loyal to the organization for longer periods of time. 

 2.3.2 Online CRM (e-CRM) 

The online approach to CRM is usually associated with e-CRM. As defined by Chaffey and 

Smith (2008), both CRM and e-CRM are not just about technology and databases, it is not 

just a process or a way of doing things, but it also requires a great customer culture. 

The electronic customer relationship management plays a key role in the process of managing 

the e-commerce platforms and the relationships with customers making use of information 

technology (Mahmoud, 2007). The term e-CRM is the use of information and communication 

to improve customer service in terms of scale and scope (ibid). Similarly, e-CRM is defined 

in earlier research as the marketing activities, tools and techniques, delivered over the Internet 

with a specific aim to locate, build and improve long-term customer relationships to enhance 

their individual potential (Kelley et al., 2003). 

The CRM approach aims to maximize relationships with all customers, including Internet or 

“e-customers”, distribution channel members, and suppliers (Chen & Popovich, 2003). Data 

mining techniques and a customer-centric business strategy allow to know each customer and 

it helps the organization to consistently offer (and sell) more products and services for 

improved customer retention and loyalty over longer periods of time (ibid). 

 2.3.3 Customer Loyalty 

According to research findings in the traditional marketing literature, it appears that greater 

customer loyalty leads to higher customer profitability (Kelley et al., 2003). Therefore, this 

economic advantage of customer loyalty strengthens the need to investigate the online factors 

underlying customer relationship building (ibid). Several studies (cited in Kelley et al., 2003) 

conducted by Grönroos (1994), Reichheld (1996), Dekimpe et al. (1997) and Bentley (1999), 

reveal that e-CRM is able to increase customer loyalty. The study also demonstrates that by 

implementing an e-CRM strategy into the e-commerce platform, it is possible to gain a better 

understanding of the needs and expectations of the customers (ibid). Consequently, it is 

possible to build a two-way relationship for customer loyalty and improved profitability by 

delivering a tailor-made offer. Furthermore, among the different factors influencing the way 

customers make purchase, it is established that price sensitivity has a lower importance. 

(Degeratu et al., 1998; Kelley et al. 2003).  Instead, other factors such as security and trust as 
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well as service quality attributes are more likely to influence customer loyalty (Kelley et al., 

2003). Morgan and Hunt (1994, p.23) describe trust as "existing when one party has 

confidence in the exchange partner’s reliability and integrity". Perceived trust refers to the 

expectations held by the customer that the service provider is dependable and can be relied on 

to deliver on its promises (Sirdeshmukh, Singh, & Sabol, 2002). 

Even though the customer relationship within the airline industry is about much more than the 

existence of a frequent flyer program, it is clear that no relationship-building strategy in air 

transport can be successful without including a loyalty scheme such as a program for the 

frequent flyers (Shaw, 2011). Shaw (2011) also argues that airlines understanding and 

meeting the specific needs and requirements of their customers, in a way that strong 

relationships are built and maintained, will reap a worthwhile reward in terms of added value. 

As a result, these airlines will improve the control on their distribution channels (ibid).  

 

"Successful airlines are those that accept and embrace fully the concepts of relationship 

marketing, and acknowledge that this requires a broad, strategic approach rather than merely 

the handing out of incentives through a frequent flyer program"(Shaw, 2011, p.288). 

2.4 Competitive Advantage 

The reason and the inception of growth is definitely a question of high interest among 

scholars and practitioners. During the recent years, the concept of competitive advantage has 

been a great topic of discussion in business strategy. In earlier studies, Andersson (2006) 

argues that the key factor influencing the firm's growth is the motivation of the board of the 

company. Porter (1985) describes the term of competitive advantage as being at the heart of a 

firm's performance in competitive markets. Competitive advantage refers to having low-costs, 

differentiation advantage or a successful focus strategy.  

However, it appears that other elements intervene in the growth, such as the resources 

available for the companies. As mentioned above, the term 'resource' is considered as an 

important key factor in the growth of the company (Barney, 1991).  In this context, the firm’s 

resources include their assets, knowledge, attributes, organizational processes, etc. These 

resources owned and controlled by the firm allows it to implement strategies enhancing the 

efficiency. (Barney 1991). 

Barney (1991) states that a firm has a competitive advantage when it generates a value-

creating strategy not being implemented by competitors. Subsequently, other firms don't have 

the competencies to replicate the advantages of this strategy.  

Another element is mentioned by Barney (1991) to be part of the progression/regression of 

the growth. This is the so-called "competitive advantage", which occurs as a result of the 

resources that a company has. However, the resources are not equally distributed between the 

different firms (Barney, 1991). This unfair distribution of resources affects and contributes to 

differences in the competitive advantage of companies (ibid). 

Barney (1991) also makes a distinction between on one hand, competitive advantage and on 

the other hand, the sustained competitive advantage. The competitors as well as the potential 

competitors are to be taken into account here. Indeed, the growth of a company, which has no 

competition in the market, will have a better growth than a company dealing with  ferocious 

competition in the market, as it is the case in the airline industry. This is why this factor of 

sustainable competitive advantage is important.  
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The competitive advantage is an important and popular topic in several studies by  different 

scholars. However, it is clear that there is no a single definition and meaning for competitive 

advantage neither in marketing strategy literature neither in practice (Day & Wensley, 1988). 

Earlier theories developed by Barney (1991) support the fact that in order to understand the 

source of sustained competitive advantage, it is required to build a theoretical framework 

assuming that firm resources may be heterogeneous and immobile. In other words, he states 

that not all firm resources hold the potential of a sustainable competitive advantage. In order 

to achieve the potential of sustained competitive advantage, a firm resource must possess four 

attributes (Ibid): (a) it must be valuable, exploiting new opportunities and/or counteract firm's 

threats, (b) it must be rare among a firm's current and potential competition, (c) it must be 

inimitable, and finally (d) the substitutability of the resources.  

 
Figure 2: The relationship between resource heterogeneity and resource immobility with the Sustained Competitive 

Advantage (Barney, 1991, p.112). 

 

"The resource-based view in the strategy literature, as developed by Barney (1991), points out 

that creating a unique online buying experience that cannot be imitated by the competitors 

should lead to a sustainable competitive advantage" (Kotha & Rajgopal, 2004). As part of the 

resource-based theory of the firm, the notion of causal ambiguity represents an important 

principle (Barney, 1991). This term, referring to the "basic ambiguity concerning the nature of 

the causal connections between actions and results" (Lippman & Rumelt, 1982; Kotha & 

Rajgopal, 2004), can enable firms to maintain their barriers to imitation. Hence, the firms 

should be able to create a sustainable competitive advantage (ibid).  

Firms have pointed out that putting effort in customer relationship management is a way that 

will lead to succeed in a competitive environment (Coltman, 2007). The resource based view 

provides a suitable perspective for CRM as it attempts to create a link between the superior 

firm performance and the several resources and capabilities possessed by firms (ibid). Day 

and Wesnley (1988) have developed the first studies dealing with the impact of customer 

relationship programs on the performance of the firm. As argued by Coltman (2007), Day and 

Wensley's framework has been a real precursor in the resource based view theory and was 

well accepted in the further research. The figure conceptualizes competitive advantage as a 

causal chain that runs from sources of advantage through positional advantages to 

performance outcomes (loyalty, satisfaction, profitability, market share). 
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Figure 3: The elements of competitive advantage according to Day and Wensley (1988, p.3). 

 

Furthermore, Hunt and Morgan (1995) suggest "potential resources can be most usefully 

categorized as financial, physical, legal, human, organizational, informational and relational" 

(Hoffman, 2000). Previous researches developed by Prahalad and Hamel (1990) demonstrate 

that a firm should combine its skills and resources in order to achieve good standards in core 

competencies which are characterized as doing extremely well in relation to direct 

competitors. 

Additional  to Barney's (1991) assumption about the competitive advantage, Porter's (1980) 

work toward competitive advantage was referred to by many followers and will be 

highlighted in this part, even though Porter was not the first researcher to describe 

competitive advantage. Therefore, it has been affirmed that a firm must choose and implement 

a so called ‘generic strategy’ to gain competitiveness. As discussed further below, the three 

potentially successful generic strategies are cost leadership, differentiation and focus.  

Cost leadership 

This strategy suggests that the firm offers the same service as another firm without neglecting 

quality but emphasizing a lower cost (Porter, 1980).  

Differentiation advantage 

The second strategy, differentiation, requires that the firm create a product or a service that is 

recognized  within the industry as being unique (Hall, 1980; Henderson, 1983). This strategy 

permit the firm to set higher prices than the average (ibid).  

Focus advantage 

The third is a focus strategy in which the firm focus on a particular customer segment, niche 

market. This strategy is a bit similar to the differentiation one as the focus can take many 

forms. The focus advantage aims to serve a specific target very well with a tailor-made offer 

(Porter, 1980). 

2.5 Customer Involvement on e-commerce Platforms 

In a very dynamic environment, firms are realizing the importance of collaboration for 

creating and enhancing the sustainable competitive advantage (Sawhney et al., 2005). As 

argued by several scholars, the collaboration with customers to co-create value through the 

product or service development is an important business process (Prahalad & Ramaswamy, 

2004; Thomke & von Hippel, 2002; Sawhney et al., 2005). Customers interactions have 

always play an important role in new product and service development (von Hippel, 1988; 

Sawhney et al., 2005). Moreover, the widespread development of the Internet and web 3.0 

platforms have improve the ability for firms to interact and engage with customers in the new 
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product development process (Dahan & Hausser, 2002; Sawhney et al, 2005). Through the 

creation of online customer communities on the firm's website, it allows firms to get access to 

customers knowledge shared among various groups of customers who have the same interests 

(ibid). 

Firms are constantly seeking to improve their offerings by taking into account the customer 

needs. In this sense, firms are conducting customer surveys and give a great importance in 

importing the knowledge from leading-edge customers (von Hippel, 1988; Sawhney et al., 

2005), such as for instance the frequent flyers of an airline, into the firm business activities. 

Customer engagement involves value creation and innovation as a firm-centric activity, where 

the customer plays an important role in the flow of information to the firm (Prahalad & 

Ramaswamy, 2004; Sawhney et al., 2005). Some scholars highlight the fact that when 

customers are underestimated in providing innovation, the firm has a limited understanding of 

customer knowledge about a particular experience (Leonard & Rayport, 1997).  

Virtual environments enhance the possibility for a firm to interact with the customers in real 

time and more frequently than physically as the efforts needed from both parts, the firms and 

customers, is lower (Sawhney et al., 2005). These authors also point out a real constraint 

when engaging the customers, which is the willingness to disclose privacy data that may alter 

the depth of information that the customers may be willing to share with the firm (ibid). The 

internet enable customers to be involved in an experience of co-creation whenever they want, 

with a high flexibility of their level of involvement (ibid).  

When it comes to manage customer involvement, firms are able to utilize different strategies 

when implementing a market-oriented new product development process (Kristensson et al., 

2008). The term of co-creation refers to the involvement of a customer in the production of a 

good or service, the final value is enhanced as the customer is able to tailor the product or 

service to his/her needs and desires (Lusch et al., 2007; Kristensson et al., 2008). The main 

purpose of co-creation is to generate innovation through the collaboration with customers 

(ibid). On the other hand, Prahalad and Ramaswamy (2004) highlight the difference between 

"co-creation" and "customization", which lies in the degree of involvement of the customers. 

In general, customers have a less involved role in customization than in co-creation (ibid). In 

the case of customization, the customer is often involves at the end of the innovation phase 

and therefore is active in responding questions being posed by the firm. Prahalad and 

Ramaswamy (2004) argue additionally that the customer involvement can be a new source of 

competitive advantages. In the concept of customization the value for the customer is usually 

something that can be built into the product or service during the production or delivery 

process (Kristensson et al., 2008). 
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2.6 Theoretical Framework Linked to the Airline Industry  

The theoretical framework presented below gather the literature previously presented, 

describing the connection between customer involvement and sustainable competitive 

advantage. This customer involvement is dealt through the e-commerce platform, leading to 

the personalization of products/services, and the development of the e-CRM. As stated by the 

author Constantinos et al. (2003), the CRM leads to customer loyalty, which is directly 

connected to the sustainable competitive advantage. 

 

 
Figure 4: Theoretical framework (own illustration) 
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3. Methodology  

In this chapter the choice of methodology is presented and discussed. It is described the 

choices of methods and why they are relevant to this thesis. It is also discussed from a critical 

perspective, in order to highlight possible weaknesses of the research performed. 

3.1 Research Purpose 

The research purpose aims to answer the research questions and the research objectives 

(Saunders et al., 2007). 

In the research methods literature, there are mainly three types of design  to take into account. 

These types of design  include exploratory, explanatory and descriptive research designs 

(Saunders et al., 2007; Bryman & Bell, 2011; Ghauri & Gronhaug, 2010). The research 

activities were conducted around this project's purpose, which is to describe the role of 

customers in enhancing the competitive advantage of airlines in their e-commerce strategies 

and to explain the impact of implementing the CRM in e-commerce on customer loyalty.  

Exploratory research design is, according to Bryman and Bell (2011), normally used in the 

beginning of a research project to identify potential problems with the upcoming research. 

This type of research aims to clarify whether  the intended research direction is viable or not. 

The aim of explanatory research design is, according to Bryman and Bell (2011), to describe 

how variables affect and cause other studied variables to change and impact on each other.  

Descriptive research describes situations and aims to depict an accurate profile of some 

situations or events (Saunders et al., 2007). The descriptive research is considered in this 

thesis to clarify a problem using new insights, questioning new theories and assessing new 

concepts (Robson, 2002; Saunders et al., 2007). 

Saunders et al. (2007) consider it necessary to have a clear imagination and impression of the 

phenomenon to be studied when conducting a descriptive research. 

In this thesis, an descriptive research design has been chosen. The purpose best corresponds to 

this thesis as it attempts to describe how airlines can use customer involvement in developing 

personalized products/services as a strategy to enhance the competitive advantage. 

3.2 Research Approach 

Regarding the appropriate research approach for this study, two decisions needed to be made. 

 3.2.1 Inductive vs Deductive Research 

A research is usually conducted either by an inductive or deductive approach, which may 

result in the acquisition of new knowledge. These two processes of reasoning can briefly be 

described as deductive, going from a theory to data, which is often used when a hypothesis is 

tested. Inductive on the other hand goes from data to theory (Thomas, 2006). It can sometimes 

be hard to pinpoint whether it is an inductive or deductive, therefore it can be recommended 

that one thinks of it as tendencies instead (Bryman & Bell, 2011). 

The description of inductive analysis suggests that "the researcher begins with an area of 

study and allows the theory to emerge from the data" (Strauss & Corbin, 1998, p.12). A 

deductive research approach means that research is based on what is already known about a 

particular subject, and which theoretical considerations are  important in relation to that 
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subject (Bryman & Bell, 2011). Then, the researcher begins by doing a literature review about 

a given subject in order to create a theoretical framework (ibid).  

Considering the purpose of this study, the appropriate approach implemented in this thesis is 

the deductive research approach since the study examines theoretical concepts with empirical 

data. This means that it is a 'theory testing process' which begins with an established theory 

and seeks to see if the theory applies to specific instances (Hyde, 2000). Moreover, within a 

case study methodology, Yin (1994) advocates a deductive approach to case study research.  

 3.2.2 Qualitative vs Quantitative Research 

Added  to the inductive and deductive perspective, there are further approaches that the 

researcher has to consider, including a qualitative and quantitative research approach 

(Saunders et al., 2007). Qualitative research is considered to generate and develop new 

theories, whereas quantitative research has the aim to test and verify existing and previous 

theories (Bryman & Bell, 2011). 

A qualitative research is an approach in which the researcher uses a small number of 

respondents to make it possible to gain in-depth information to reach an understanding about 

a more complex problem under investigation (Ghauri & Gronhaug, 2010). Qualitative 

research is conducted through an intense and/or prolonged contact with a field or life situation 

(Miles & Huberman, 1994). Therefore, the stress is put on the quality of the data and is not 

quantified (Bryman & Bell, 2011). The classic qualitative research is described as  one in 

which the findings are "grounded" in the data (Glaser & Strauss, 1967; Hyde, 2000). Such an 

approach suggests that the researcher conducts the study with a mind open to the possibilities 

of the data and the perspectives of the subjects (Ibid). In qualitative research the analysis is 

merely constructed based on the interpretation of the findings in the investigation of empirical 

data (Ghauri & Gronhaug, 2010). Furthermore, Bryman and Bell (2011) state that within a 

case study, researchers tend to utilize data collection techniques such as unstructured or semi-

structured interviews and observations, which are specific to qualitative research. Qualitative 

data focuses on words rather than diagrams and figures in the process of gathering and 

analyzing data (ibid). 

The findings gained from that sample of respondents represent the entire population and the 

findings of the sample can thus be generalized across this population. To enable a 

generalization across the population, it is important that the research is carried out in a 

standardized and structured way and also in measureable terms. In order to present the 

findings in a formalized manner, the findings need to be measurable and presentable in 

statistics (Bryman & Bell, 2011). Quantitative research seeks to describe the general 

characteristics of a population, and to ignore the details of each particular element studied 

(Hyde, 2000).   

In this study, the strategy of inquiry that is used is  qualitative research. A qualitative 

standpoint has been chosen, since this strategy suits well with the in-depth study of social 

phenomena and facilitates the gaining of more knowledge and understanding of a particular 

topic (Bryman & Bell, 2011). This reasoning is reinforced also by Miles and Huberman 

(2002) who assert that qualitative studies capture better the context of the research. Moreover, 

this study undertakes a qualitative research in order to conduct a broad investigation of the 

collected empirical data, rather than focus only on obtaining trends or statistical data 

regarding the topic of interest (Hara, 1995). Indeed, this thesis studies how airlines deal with 
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the customer involvement within the e-commerce in order to enhance their competitiveness. 

Subsequently, the research describes how the airlines increase their customer loyalty by 

implementing customer relationship management into their e-commerce platform(s).  

3.3 Research Strategy 

It exists five different research strategies: experiment, survey, history, archival analysis and 

case study. As the strategic choice in this thesis is a case study, the research put a focus on 

explaining and justifying this choice in this section. Yin (2009) argues that the case study 

research strategy is more suitable for the researcher who wants to understand a real-life 

phenomenon in depth within a limited period of time. Saunders et al. (2007, p.139) defined 

case studies as " a strategy for doing research which involves an empirical investigation of a 

particular contemporary phenomenon within its real life context using multiple sources of 

evidence". The case study theory implies four different choices: single, multiple, holistic and 

embedded cases (ibid).  

In this thesis, a multiple case study will be performed, which, in this study, is a small number 

of airlines. The multiple-case study approach has been chosen for the following reasons. 

Firstly, multiple cases are suitable for the description and investigation of complex situations 

(Yin, 2009). Secondly, multiple cases engage a variety of evidence and offer analytic 

conclusions, which provide more compelling results, and the overall study is therefore more 

robust and powerful (Yin, 2009). Examining a number of airlines cases increases the 

accuracy, validity and reliability of the results. 

As the author of this thesis strives to investigate the role of the customer in the elaboration of 

personalized e-commerce strategies in the European airline industry, a multiple case strategy 

was chosen in order to include different airlines. Consequently, the study can generate 

generalizations from the findings (Saunders et al., 2007). The case study method will help me 

to make direct observations and collect data in natural settings compared to relying on 

“derived” data (Bromley, 1986).  

 

Even though Saunders et al. (2007) argue that case studies are most likely to be applicable in 

explanatory and exploratory research, Morris and Wood (1991) add that case study is a suited 

strategy to answer a descriptive study as well. 

3.4 Cases Selection  

The case study is a research strategy which focuses on understanding the dynamics present 

within a single setting (Miles & Huberman, 2002). Yin (2009) defines case study research as 

an empirical inquiry that investigates a contemporary phenomenon within its real-life context. 

Before deciding the cases selection, it was chosen the sector in which the research was 

conducted. Today, many sectors are dealing with e-commerce strategies but the airlines sector 

has been chosen due to certain factors that distinguish this particular sector from another. 

Indeed, the airline industry is characterized by strong dynamic developments (Kleer et al., 

2008). This thesis is specifically going to focus on the airlines industry.  

The dynamic nature of the airline industry has been subject to a lot of researches in several 

ways in many of its aspects. Airlines face many challenges and case study research plays an 

important role in, describing certain phenomena and answer “how” questions. 
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In this thesis, three medium sized European airlines have been chosen as cases. However, a 

pilot study regarding the relevance of the field of my research was independently performed 

in one of these three airlines. The cases were chosen for the following criteria requirements: 

(1) Main hub of the airline located in Europe, (2) define as a medium sized airline, (3) 

operating destinations in Europe, (4) legacy airline. Three airlines answered positively, 

namely: Brussels Airlines, TAP Portugal and Swiss International Air Lines.   

Purposive method of sampling is used for the sampling strategy in this research. Purposive 

sampling is used as the researcher from his experience in the airline industry selected cases 

that represent the population. Respondents were selected from the researcher's personal 

judgment whether they could provide the required information to conduct the research. 

Thanks to purposive sampling, the researcher can target individuals in a particular area for the 

study because they can purposefully share an understanding of the research problem and 

central phenomenon in the study (Creswell, 2007). 

3.5 Data Collection 

There are two types of sources of information that are usually used in research. These types of 

data sources include primary and secondary data. The collected data in this qualitative 

research will consist, as of primary data, of interviews and observations, or secondary data 

like documents, websites, etc. (Bryman & Bell, 2011).  

 3.5.1 Primary Data Collection  

Saunders et al. (2007) assume that there are three different forms of interviews as a form of 

primary research: structured interviews, semi-structured interviews and unstructured or in-

depth interviews. The first type refers to a questionnaire with predetermined set of questions 

whereas the second type also called as qualitative research interview, uses a list of themes and 

questions to be covered. The third type, unstructured interviews, relates to interviews without 

any particular questionnaire but requires the interviewer to have a clear idea of what he wants 

to investigate. In this descriptive paper, the semi-structured interviews is used to collect data, 

due to the qualitative case study and the research purpose (Saunders et al., 2007). This 

technique generates new ideas that could be brought up from the interviewees. Through semi-

structured interviews, this study is able to discover the theoretical area to study without 

constraining a respondent's answers and thoughts. Moreover, the semi-structured interviews 

enabled to ask respondents for further elaboration of their answers.  

A semi structured interview is a primary data gathering method and is one of the most 

commonly used research methods in qualitative study. A list of predetermined questions is 

prepared, but the interview may unfold in a conversational manner, offering the researcher 

and interviewee the chance to discuss issues they find important. In that case, semi structured 

interviews offer the flexibility to approach various interviewees differently, while still 

covering the same topics and areas of data collection (Noor, 2008). 

The interviews were constructed on the basis of the literature review and the theoretical 

framework. The chosen interview method differs from both unstructured and structured 

interviews. On the one hand, the themes and items to be covered, sample size, people to be 

interviewed and questions to be asked have been determined beforehand (Ghauri and 

Gronhaug, 2010). On the other hand, the respondents are given freedom to discuss reactions, 
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opinions and behavior with respect to certain issues (Ibid). Research quality also becomes 

dependant on the availability and willingness of the respondents (Bryman and Bell, 2011).  

The interviews were held amongst three European airlines, namely: Brussels Airlines, TAP 

Portugal and Swiss International Air Lines. At the beginning of the semi-structured interview, 

a brief description of the study and its goals is given to the interviewee, after which a short 

summary of my theoretical framework. This, in order to provide the interviewee with insights 

of the studied academic literature. During the interviews, current practices and methods, 

issues and main challenges are discussed in relation to the function and department of the 

interviewee as well as their own perspective on customer involvement and customer loyalty 

as well as competitive advantage in the context of e-commerce. The interviews conclude with 

asking each interviewee if he/she has something to add or not covered during the interview. 

For an example of the semi-structured interview, see Appendix A. 

Table 1: Data Collection 

 Brussels Airlines TAP Portugal 

 

Swiss International Air 

Lines 

First interview Face-to-face Skype  

(Video Conference) 

Skype  

(Video Conference) 

Interviewee R. Iliescu A. Machado P. Rohani 

Position of the 

interviewee 

Head of e-commerce Head of e-commerce Head of Online Sales 

Date first 

interview 

03/25/2014 04/29/2014 05/09/2014 

Place Brussels, Belgium Lisbon, Portugal Zurich, Switzerland 

 

The interviews conducted in English lasted on average 60 minutes and as previously notified, 

all the interviews have been recorded to allow a deep, unbiased and correct transcription of 

the data. Therefore, this is a data production approach suitable for qualitative research 

(Saunders et al., 2007; Bryman & Bell, 2011).  

 3.5.2 Secondary Data Collection 

According to Saunders et al. (2007), secondary data is data that the researcher of a study has 

not collected himself. In this thesis, secondary data was collected in order to build a 

theoretical framework by reviewing relevant sources, such as books, academic articles and 

other publications in scientific journals. The theoretical framework based on a literature 

review in this study is confronted to primary data in order to analyze and answer the purpose 

(Bryman & Bell, 2011). 

The author of this study has used Halmstad University Library to find books relevant to the 

topic. The books used were mainly used to gain a general knowledge about e-commerce and 

competitive advantage. Thanks to some online databases available via the university's library 

website, academic articles were  also used in order to gain a more precise knowledge related 

to the field of research. 

3.6 Data Analysis 

According to Saunders et al. (2007), it exists two types of qualitative data: non-numeric data 

or data not quantified yet and which is the result of all research strategies. This thesis is solely 
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dealing with non-numeric data based on the respondents' answers. The results of the semi-

structured interviews reveals how current activities with regard  to the central topics of this 

research are performed in the different cases studied. In a broader context, it also reveals how 

employees within the organization of the airlines cases think and feel about their company, 

their functions and of the role of customer in the context of e-commerce leading to a 

sustainable competitive advantage. 

The semi-structured interviews will be audio recorded. As research states, it is often 

recommended to make audio recordings, in order to transcribe and later code the responses. 

However, directly after each interview, it was summarized, transcribed and sent  back to the 

interviewee, in order to check for correctness, missing topics, or to supplement with other 

ideas.  

The qualitative data are first analyzed separately, using a within case analysis (Yin, 2009) and 

then a cross-case analysis between the three different cases was taken (ibid). The cross-case 

analysis underlines the similarities and differences between the cases and plays an important 

role in order to draw a conclusion. According to Miles and Huberman (2002), such an 

analysis should comforts the findings in this thesis and brings most relevant answer to my 

research questions. 

The interviewees' answers were transcribed after the interviews are  conducted, in order to 

improve the quality and validity of this research. For validity reasons, all interviews will be 

conducted in English, so that no translation was needed during the data transcription process. 

3.7 Validity and Reliability 

According to Guba and Lincoln (1981), all research must have ‘trust value, ‘neutrality’, 

‘consistency’ and ‘applicability’. Qualitative research is frequently qualified by criteria such 

as credibility, transferability, dependability, and conformability (Guba & Lincoln, 1981). In 

terms of qualitative research, the consistency of data collection is largely irrelevant, because it 

does not seek to be consistent or to obtain consistent results during data collection. Qualitative 

research rather seeks to elicit the responses of a participant or researcher at a specific time and 

place and in a specific context. Guba and Lincoln (1981) recommended that the researcher 

must be responsive and adaptable to changing behaviours and circumstances, take a global 

view of the situation, and have the ability to clarify and summarize the data.   

Furthermore, validity is often referred to as the degree to which the research truly measures or 

intended to measure (Golafshani, 2003). Qualitative research is by definition biased due to the 

subjective interpretations of the researcher. If it is accepted that its interpretation cannot be 

excluded from the research process itself, it must be concluded that the analysis of qualitative 

research is only a ‘tentative statement opening upon a limitless field of possible 

interpretations’ (Churchill, 2000).  

In order to increase the validity of the data, this study used different sources. According to 

Yin (2009), the data collection through interviews constitute one of the most important 

primary sources of case study. Through the process of triangulation, the findings of a case 

study are more relevant and accurate if it is based on different sources of information. Yin 

(2009) suggests that this problem of validity can be solved with data triangulation. Indeed, by 

gathering several sources of evidence, it leads to several measures for a same phenomenon.  
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4. Empirical Data 

In this chapter the findings from the empirical research is provided. In total, a preliminary 

study within an airline company and three qualitative interviews were conducted in three 

European airlines. 

4.1 Case Study One: Brussels Airlines 

Background 

Brussels Airlines is the leading Belgian airlines and was established in 2006 after the merger 

between SN Brussels Airlines and Virgin Express. Brussels Airlines is backed up by some 80 

years of Belgian aeronautical experience. Brussels Airlines connect Brussels, the capital of 

Europe to more than 60 European destinations as well as the African and North-American 

continents. The Belgian's carrier transport around 6 million of passengers every year. 

The interview was carried out with Mr. Iliescu, Head of e-commerce and he has been working 

in the company since 2010. He has the overall commercial responsibility for the online and 

mobile presence of Brussels Airlines, especially in the online retail area. He is coordinating 

the maintenance and further development of Brussels Airlines’ online acquisition and 

communication channels across more than fifty markets on three continents as well as setting 

and implementing Brussels Airlines' e-commerce strategy. The aim is to become a worldwide, 

industry-leading, online retailer. In the following the result of the interview is presented. 

e-commerce organization 

Brussels Airlines' e-commerce department is part of the commercial area and is driven by a 

team of approximately fifteen people. 

The main goals of putting effort on the e-commerce strategies are the following: increasing 

revenues, sales and profitability.  

It is important to distinguish two main pillars in the e-commerce: 

1) Product Management 

2) Delivering the right product and making sure to convert (into purchase) customers as 

much as possible. 

 

  

Figure 5: Brussels Airlines - e-Commerce Organization (own illustration) 
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Personalization of products / services and competitive advantage 

Mr Iliescu highlighted the importance of cost sensitivity factor in an e-commerce platform, 

especially with the online buyers. Mr Iliescu mentioned that the price plays an important role 

for individuals them; it is a driven factor influencing whether the customer will make the 

purchase online or not. 

The respondent stated that Brussels Airlines has developed several commercial products 

targeting specific customers' segments and behaviors. These products are available on the e-

commerce platform. The respondent argued that airlines are usually not able to launch 

products on an individual basis. As stated during the interview "Due to the strong competitive 

offers of the low-cost airlines at Brussels Airport, we are continually developing new tailor-

made products" (such as the b.pass voucher, b.gift,...). As it has been emphasized during the 

interview, the company is able to enhance its competitive advantage and increase the intention 

to purchase on Brussels Airlines' website. By offering  such a unique commercial product or 

service that customers cannot usually find on third-party websites or in other European 

airlines and especially in the low-cost carriers (e.g. easyJet and Ryanair) which have a strong 

presence at Brussels Airport.  

 

e-CRM and meeting the customers' needs 

When it comes to create a new user interface for a certain product, Brussels Airlines perform 

a market research before the launching so that they know the behaviors of a certain kind of 

customer. In the case of bigger projects, the company analyzes through user testing, how 

customers respond from a commercial aspect. The tactic of user interface (UI) testing is 

usually done after the launch of a product in order to observe how well it performs (from a 

commercial point of view) or the company decide either to improve it or in the worst case 

scenario, to take it off of the market. 

According to the respondent "Social medias are not good platforms for helping the 

development of new commercial products". Indeed, through social medias, the feedback from 

customers will be more emotional and also the customer's profile who is involved cannot be 

tracked by the company. "In the definition of a product it is important to be sure that the data 

that we have is relevant for a specific customer segment and to know the geo-demographic 

attributes". 

Brussels Airlines also tend to forecast customers behaviors on their own assumptions and 

according to the customers feedback the company will look at the possibility to customize the 

product to the requirement of a certain segment.  

 

Customer involvement 

As mentioned previously, Brussels Airlines usually involves the customers in the last stages 

of the product development process. The virtual environments enable customer interactions to 

happen in real time and with a much higher frequency even though as notified previously, 

social medias are not suitable for engaging customers in e-commerce strategies. However, the 

respondent added that in the future, the customer involvement in the booking process 

development could help to launch much more intelligent processes. These would be better 

focus on the customer, their previous purchases, their real-time behavior on the website itself, 

the context variables in which the client operates, the access route by which they have arrived 

at the website, in order to segment the client more effectively in real time to give them the 

service that they expect at all times. Consequently, the respondent agreed to say that it would 
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give the opportunity for the airline to develop a better individualized service to the customer 

during the booking process. This example discussed with Mr Iliescu is a key attribute to push 

customers to book via the airline's own website and it would differentiate the company from 

third-party websites (metasearch engines, OTAs, etc.) as well as some direct competitors.  

 

Effects of e-CRM on Customer loyalty 

The respondent argued about the fact that the delivering of an offer meeting customers' needs 

and behaviours will be more likely to influence the customer loyalty. Also, Mr Iliescu 

mentioned that by maintaining a close relationship with customers online, through social 

networks, and reward them with targeted and tailor made-offer, it will tend to increase 

customer loyalty. The respondent highlighted again the factor of price sensitivity for 

customers booking online, saying that it will influence the customer loyalty.  

4.2 Case Study Two: TAP Portugal (TAP) 

Background 

TAP is the Portugal's leading airline and was established in 1945. The airline's hub and 

headquarter  is located in Lisbon, a key European gateway at the crossroads of Africa, North 

America and South America. TAP operates 77 destinations in 34 countries worldwide and 

transports around 11 million of passengers every year. As the leading airline between Europe 

and Brazil, the Portuguese's company is a member of Star Alliance since 2005, the world's 

biggest airline network.  

The airline is pursuing a strategic orientation whose priority is satisfying its customers' needs, 

expectations and distinguishing itself by its operational efficiency and the quality of its 

services.  

The interview was carried out with Mrs Machado, Head of e-commerce and has a 23-years 

experience within TAP Portugal. In the following the result of the interview is presented. 

 

e-commerce organization 

Mrs Machado states that it can be difficult for an airline to figure out in which area to keep 

the e-commerce. At TAP, the e-commerce department is currently part of the sales area. 

However, the respondent describes the e-commerce as a very cross-functional department 

within the company.  

The respondent mentioned that she has recently created two units in the e-commerce. The first 

one is in charge of the research and development (R&D) as well as dealing with the 

innovation of products/services and processes on the e-commerce platform, booking engine, 

etc. The second unit is the most recent one and is called 'Channel Management', aiming to 

develop and implement the e-commerce strategy. This unit is mainly focused on the 

commercial side of e-commerce, by working closely with the different markets in order to 

meet customers' needs and to push online sales on their  53 online markets. Each online 

market is on budget and has its own objectives to reach each year. Therefore, this unit analyze 

market dynamics, trends and opportunities. This last area is responsible, on one hand, to make 

the bridge between the marketing department so that they can perform the search engine 

optimization (SEO), Google AdWords, Google AdSense,... and on the other hand, to make the 

bridge with the pricing department in order to have the best fares, availabilities, and to know 

the best time of the year to promote specific routes and meet the particularities in the local 

markets. 
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Mrs Machado emphasized that the first reason for TAP to put efforts on the e-commerce, in 

considering the consumer, is the ability to be always present. It is much more comfortable for 

the consumer to make their booking via the airline's website. However, the respondent 

affirmed that there are mainly challenges behind the e-commerce that the airline has to face 

and particularly when implementing a new functionality for the customer. Here are the 

following challenges briefly discussed with Mrs Machado during the interview:  

- Challenges on payments: "because when you get to several markets, it is difficult to 

have all the regulations fulfilled, all the legal aspects covered".  

- IT challenges  

- Content management system: the way you build the website 

- On the commercial side: the online environment with online travel agencies (such as 

Expedia, Skyscanner, etc.), Affiliations programs, meta-search engine.  

The respondent asserts that airlines have to push consumers to book via their own website. 

TAP is working to offer dynamic packages, including products and/or services performed by 

third parties. Online travel agencies have this advantage of enabling customers to book 

several products and/or services in a same booking flow. With the new process that is now 

being generalize amongst legacy carriers, the so called Electronic Miscellaneous Document 

(EMD), it will be easier for the airline to make this type of things. It is often difficult for 

legacy airlines to deal with revenues which are not from the airlines' core business. 

Mrs Machado stated that the airline web presence will become more scattered as there will be 

more websites that sell airline tickets, such as meta-search engines, OTAs, affiliate websites, 

travel aggregators, etc. It is important that the airline keeps its own booking channel and own 

website, as some customers are afraid of less known websites, but it is definitely 

advantageous to invest in the social and professional networks in order to boost brand 

awareness and engage the customer with the airline. "Going from global to local, business 

intelligence is key to defining flexible strategies that can easily adapt the airline’s response to 

the changing environment". 

As argued by Harteveldt (2012), airlines are constantly conducting business in a fragmented 

and complex environment in order to sell their services. Confirming the data collected while 

interviewing TAP, the growing use of the Internet by travelers who plan and purchase airline 

flights highlights several challenges airlines face in distributing their content online (ibid).  

Regarding the third-party online intermediaries such as metasearch sites and online travel 

agencies, as mentioned by Mrs Machado, travelers relying only on these will not receive all 

the information needed in order to make a fully informed purchase (Harteveldt, 2012). 
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Figure 6: TAP - e-commerce Organization (own illustration) 

 
 

Personalization of products / services and competitive advantage 

In terms of value offer to its customers, Mrs Machado explained that TAP Portugal 

implemented a new function on its e-commerce platform due to an improvement of the 

booking engine. This function enable customers to search for flights based on their own 

categories. In this specific example a client can indicate what dates they want to fly, specific 

date or weekend, and can choose between categories of beach, city tour, culture, golf, islands, 

romantic, shopping, snow or spiritual travel. The search engine will then look for flights from 

the indicated point of origin and present the individual with various options for the searched 

date and category including prices. The respondent argued that customers are then able to 

search by activities and not by destinations. As a result, this strategy of affinity shopping 

mainly targets the leisure segment. The personalized strategies within e-commerce, although 

sometimes difficult to implement, are extremely important for the Head of e-commerce at 

TAP. During the interview, the respondent mentioned the possibility for TAP to adapt the 

"look and feel" of their website according to particular profiles, thanks to the new 

technologies. This option, available on TAP's website, constitutes a great value for the 

customers who are always more demanding. 

"The ground pre-flight experience is the one that offers most opportunities for legacy carriers 

to develop ancillary services that can differentiate from meta-search engines or Online Travel 

Agencies (OTAs)".  

Sometimes personalized strategies within e-commerce can be a big issue for TAP as they 

need to reconsider all the pricing structure from the airline. In general, Mrs Machado 

highlighted that all the traditional carriers meet problems when it comes to offer personalized 

choices throughout the customer's journey and simultaneously comply with the rules of the 

booking engine. However, she emphasized that TAP is continuously working on the 

implementation of new ancillaries services meeting customer segments' behaviors and 

expectations. Some "à la carte" services are more difficult to launch. "For exemple, it is quite 

difficult to sell lounges access as they are usually fully booked by the most frequent flyers 

customers. It is important to ensure a good service to the final customers". 

In the development of new commercial products and services, low cost carriers are continuing 

to create and develop new ancillaries. As a legacy carrier, TAP is starting to offer some ‘a la 

carte’ services, distinctive products that are not offered today by the competitors or that are a 

privilege for few customers as a complement of its core service requiring a fee. As an 

example, the possibility for customer coats and winter clothes at the departure airport when 

they are travelling to warmer destinations.  
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Therefore, it is obvious to consider the following in order to enhance the competitive 

advantage: "the ground pre-flight experience is the one that offers most opportunities for 

legacy carriers to develop ancillary services and is also the only place when airlines can 

clearly differentiate themselves, as those services cannot be offered by meta-search engines 

or online travel agencies". 

 

e-CRM and meeting the customers' needs 

According to Mrs Machado, TAP is doing market research in several areas in the company. 

Network and Planning as well as the Pricing departments are doing analysis against other 

airlines. 

Corporate environment, marketing strategies in order track passengers (only if they have a 

loyalty number).  

The respondent confirmed that focus groups with the customers are sometimes done, 

particularly if there is a new functionality online, or when TAP created a new portal, in order 

to get a feeling from the end user.  

As asserted by the respondent, web analytics are crucial to understand customer searches, 

priorities and patterns, and it will guide the company to constantly redesign and adapt the 

booking process in order to have a better approach to complex searches. Also, different search 

patterns can be clustered and turned into different personalized booking processes. As 

discussed with Mrs Machado and aforementioned, the "Channel Management" unit also plays 

a substantial role in identifying customers' needs by working closely with the different online 

markets.  

Mrs Machado pointed out the airline web presence which will become more scattered as there 

will be more websites that sell airline tickets, such as meta-search engines, OTAs, affiliate 

websites, travel aggregators, etc. It is important that TAP keeps its own booking channel and 

own website, as some customers are afraid of less known websites, but it is definitely 

important to invest in the social and professional networks in order to boost brand awareness 

and engage the customer with the airline. "Going from global to local, business intelligence is 

key to defining flexible strategies that can easily adapt the airline’s response to the changing 

environment". 

 

Customer involvement 

In general, the respondent stated that customers are very pro-active on saying their thoughts to 

TAP. The social medias play an important role in delivering a great customer presence, for 

instance on Facebook.  

Mrs Machado mentioned that the research and development area involves customers in the 

creation of new services, such as the online portal. TAP's main difficulty is to create a great 

product and service for the end user of the e-commerce platform and comply with the 

company's internal rules, complexities, and the booking engine system. Therefore, it 

represents the main challenge for the company in terms of engaging customers in the  

e-commerce strategies.  

The respondent argued that when it concerns the launch of a major product or service, "such 

as an online application for example", it is hard to integrate customers in the launching 

process as there are often complex internal or external regulations to respect. As stated by the 

respondent, the company communicates a lot with its customers in order to listen what are 
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their expectations. However, it is extremely complex to involve customers in all stages of the 

launching process.  

As it is impossible for an airline to launch a product or service on an individual basis, the 

company consider every needs of each customers segments.  

Mrs Machado told that "sometimes TAP tends to keep working with its old mindset, that 

people always worked with throughout the years. The change of processes is happening 

slowly".  

According to the respondent, airlines will tend to further involve their customers in the 

launching of new products/services in the e-commerce environment.  

Online booking processes can be developed not only in terms of diversity but also in terms of 

complexity. However, diversity and complexity generally imply increasing costs and that is 

something that airlines are making efforts to avoid. Therefore the respondent argued the need 

to be creative and accommodate as much complexity and diversity as possible, without losing 

track of customer needs, but also to keep within budget. Some airlines are already starting to 

reinforce their core business and selling not only other products and services heavily, but also 

other airline (interline) services in order to be more competitive online.  

"The more diversity and the wider and more consistent service an airline can offer, the higher 

customer engagement will be". 

 

Effects of e-CRM on Customer Loyalty 

Social integration into airlines is already happening. Usually customer support is given via 

social networks by TAP but also major carriers are doing the same. A lot of customer 

relationship management is already being driven by the social channels. At TAP, they aim to 

give a reply to their passengers within thirty minutes, which is an internal rule. Today, the 

company is concentrating the efforts of CRM mainly on the social medias. The respondent 

pointed out the important  factor to always go further of the customers' demands or complains 

that customers raise on the contact centers.  

"I just feel there are no more loyal customers now. We have global customers now with global 

needs. For a specific need, a specific holiday, any airline might give the customer a better 

answer". TAP's focus on customer has been improving a lot, doing efforts to change the 

processes. According to the respondent, it is clear that by delivering a tailor-made offer 

answering the customer's segments requirements, individuals are becoming more loyal to the 

airline and should repeat purchases for the products/services that offer them a great value.   
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4.3 Case Study Three: Swiss International Air Lines (SWISS) 

Background 

Swiss International Air Lines (SWISS) is the national airline of Switzerland. The company 

serves 84 destinations in 40 countries from its hubs based in Zurich, Basel and Geneva and 

transports around 16 million of passengers every year. As the national airline, SWISS stands 

for Switzerland's traditional values and is committed to the best standards of product and 

service quality. SWISS is part of the Lufthansa Group and a member of Star Alliance since 

2006, the world's biggest airline network. 

The interview was carried out with Mr Rohani, Head of Online Sales. He is responsible for 

taking care of the content and the commercial development of the e-commerce platform. In 

the following, the result of this interview is presented.  

 

e-commerce organization 

The SWISS' e-commerce department is part of the sales area/organization and works very 

closely with other departments such as marketing and sales.  

Behind putting efforts on the e-commerce, Mr Rohani highlighted that the main goals are 

primarily the increasing of sales aspect. "We want to sale tickets". However, more and more, 

the goals also include servicing and automation as the company try to reduce manual 

processes as much as possible by automating them and create an online offer. The second goal 

is then offering more services online. Thirdly, it is crucial to ensure that the good information 

is available online for the customers. 

SWISS also has to face many challenges by dealing with e-commerce. Mr Rohani mentioned 

the difficulty to get information about the customer in order to know to which segment he/she 

belongs to. "When it comes to e-commerce and customer engagement, this is certainly one of 

the biggest issues". 

Figure 7: SWISS - e-Commerce Organization (own illustration) 
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Personalization of products / services and competitive advantage 

Comparatively to the direct/indirect competitors, there are some key sensitive factors 

influencing customers' behavior to make the purchase via the airline' website. The main factor 

is always "trust". Customers have learned that by booking through the own company's 

website, the service will usually be better. "It is all about trust as customers trust more an 

airline than an OTA. It is also about correct pricing as customers are sure that they will not 

be charge with extra fees by the airline". Mr Rohani argued that the airline is able to offer 

more services on its own website than an online travel agency can do. Indeed, the airline can 

deliver a better tailor-made offer with the right flexibility to the customer. The respondent 

outlined the fact that their resources are becoming quite limited in terms of market research 

and so independent firms are also taking part to the process. 

As mentioned by the respondent, the factor of "trust" within e-commerce strategies will drive 

the company to achieve a sustainable advantage. The innovation process is seen as a second 

step to gain a competitive advantage. However, the innovation aspect involves more the 

product and service offer when customers compare between two airlines and would involve 

the e-commerce platform as well as the choice of product/service when it comes to compare 

between an airline and an online travel agency. The respondent emphasized the important role 

of personalization on the e-commerce platform in terms of delivering the right information 

after a customer have booked a flight. 

 

e-CRM and meeting the customers' needs 

SWISS is performing market research in the form of direct interviews with the customers. 

These interviews are, however, part of a more general market research and not exclusively for 

the online channels or for the website. Additionally, the respondent stated that the interviews 

are performed in order to understand what are the customers' needs and their evolution in 

order to be able to adapt the different products. "We tried to conduct the research online but 

then we need to be very careful as we are a global airline, we may leave out some specific 

regions or specific segments". 

The customer relationship management through e-commerce lies in the personalization of the 

platform regarding a certain research. Furthermore, customer data are key attributes for the 

airline in order to advertise the right message and to sell the right product/service to the most 

suitable customer. In this process, the company is still in the early stages but as argued by the 

respondent it plays a role in the enhancement of the competitive advantage. The respondent 

agreed to say that the company is very customer's focused on the e-commerce side. However, 

he admits that there is still a significant potential to explore and that is what the company is 

doing at the moment. 

 

Customer involvement 

The customers are mainly engaged in the development process of a new product/service, 

through the social media channels. The company is very active in the social media platforms 

and go beyond the use of only Facebook or Twitter. SWISS are engaging customers on social 

platforms for frequent flyers community, such as 'flyer talk'. "We invite customers for panel 

discussion, for testing and we ask them questions". This platform allows the company to reach 

a more targeted area where the individual are sharing an interest about airlines. Premium 

customers are also very engaged in terms of giving feedback and ideas about a certain 

product/service. It is therefore more valuable to engage the frequent flyers into the  
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e-commerce strategies development process as they usually know what is possible and what is 

not, especially regarding the internal / external rules of the company. Nevertheless, the 

crowdsoursing of ideas with customers or universities is also part of the customer 

involvement, but in a lesser extent.  

Customers are rather easier integrated in the new product/service development process when 

it concerns smaller innovation. Major innovations usually have a big process involved. "For 

smaller innovations, often as an airline, we get a little bit blind to what we do every day and 

customers can bring different view on this".  

Customers are perceived as resources for the company. "We need to involve our customers 

into our product development and innovations". The customer involvement is rather more 

valuable for the product/service that the airlines deliver compared to "the path to the product". 

The involvement is happening in two stages. Firstly, customers involvement usually happen 

in the early stages of the product development. Through this first stage, it is mainly important 

to choose customers with a good knowledge about the airline industry. During the interview, 

we took the example of 'A la carte' products, as it is definitely important to involve customers 

early in order to know what are their requirements in the products offer. "Customers should be 

more involved in the product itself than in the tool to deliver the product/service". Indeed, Mr 

Rohani said that the way how to offer the product/service to customers is the expertise of the 

airline. However, in the second stage, when it comes to the e-commerce platform on SWISS' 

website, customers will be involved in the last steps in order to control if they really 

understand how to buy the product and move towards the user experience testing.  

On one hand, SWISS perform an active customer involvement as describe here under and on 

the other hand, the company engage customers through passive involvement, by following 

passengers, their paths, their origins and the reason why they are flying with SWISS.   

 

Customer loyalty 

Mr Rohani stated that beyond a frequent flyer program, loyalty is also considered for 

customers who are rarely flying but are ambassador of a same airline in the sense that "when 

they fly they will always go to SWISS' website". At a next stage, for the preparation of a trip, 

SWISS is aiming at giving inspiration to customers to go on a certain destination or delivering 

offers about services surrounding the core product (hotels, cars, etc.). According to the 

respondent, the options to customized or personalized the search of a flight will positively 

influence the customer loyalty. "The faster you get to the product that you want, the more 

likely you will come back again". 

"Loyalty is having the knowledge and the trust that I find everything I need on a website of a 

particular airline".  
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5. Data Analysis 

This chapter presents the analysis of the data collected. First a within case analysis will be 

presented, thereafter a cross case analysis with a table of the main points. 

5.1 Within Case Analysis 

In this first section of the analysis, a within case analysis is elaborated. Here, each airline is 

analyzed and tested with the theories based on the frame of references.  

 5.1.1 E-commerce Organization 

Case study one: Brussels Airlines 

Brussels Airlines identified two pillars within the field of e-commerce. First, the product 

management, refers to the theory highlighted by McCole (2002), assuming that e-commerce 

platforms are ideally suited to manage the characteristics of products and services commodity.  

The second pillar is about delivering the right product and making sure to convert consumers 

as much as possible. In this context the airline can provide a range of complementary services 

develop tailor-made offers, targeting particular segments (Tierney, 2000; Jarach 2002; 

Harison & Boonstra, 2008). As a result, it fits with the goals of Brussels Airlines by putting 

efforts on e-commerce, which are mainly to increase revenues and sales (Harison & Boonstra, 

2008) 

 

Case study two: TAP Portugal 

Beyond the goal to increase sales and revenues (Harison & Boonstra, 2008), TAP argued the 

importance to be always present for customers by facilitating them to book online. Regarding 

the commercial side of e-commerce, TAP pointed out an important challenge, which is the 

competitive online environment (Park & Gretzel; Harison & Boonstra, 2008). However, 

unlike what is argued in the theory, the Portuguese airline is currently not able to sell dynamic 

packages (including third parties) due to some technical issues regarding the so called 

'Electronic Miscellaneous Document'. Additionally, the company stated that it is challenging 

to deal with revenues that are not from the core airline's business. 

 

Case study three: Swiss International Air Line 

Different goals have been highlighted regarding the efforts made on the e-commerce aspect. 

The increase of sales is a significant element and fit perfectly with the scholars' theory, 

arguing that online direct booking generate new opportunities and streams of profits (Harison 

& Boonstra, 2008). Additionally, e-commerce platforms have simplified transaction processes 

as there are fully automated (Alamdari, 2002; Harison & Boonstra, 2008). The strong 

competition in the airline industry, involving direct and indirect players, bring new 

opportunities to develop distinctive services (Park & Gretzel; Harison & Boonstra, 2008). 

  5.1.2 Personalization of products / services and competitive advantage 

Case study one: Brussels Airlines 

Personalization strategies in e-commerce are defined when the company individualize 

products, services and online contents to the individuals or customers market segments' 

behaviours, although Brussels Airlines and most of the commercial airlines are not able to 
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individualize the features of a particular product. Customers can be reached through three 

levels of personalization in the e-commerce platforms (Schubert & Ginsburg, 2010), however, 

Brussels Airlines does fits this theory. Even though the company seems to go in the direction 

of a more personalized e-commerce platform, Brussels Airlines focuses instead on delivering 

a personalized information to customers regarding the journey.  

 

Case study two: TAP Portugal 

The company adopt different strategies of personalization through e-commerce as defined by 

Lee and Cranage (2011). TAP mainly offers the possibility to its customers to personalized 

their search of reservation according to their interests and preferences. The company carry a 

personalization by categorization (Schubert & Ginsburg, 2010) on their e-commerce platform 

thanks to a strategy of affinity shopping. The respondent admitted that at the moment it is still 

a great challenge for legacy airlines to develop the offer of ancillary services, it should 

become easier in the near future. TAP has however started to sell personalized services to 

differentiate themselves as complement to the core service which is the flight itself (Kotha, 

1995; Nayyar, 1995; Kotha & Rajgopal, 2004).  

TAP also recognized that the development of some personalized offers regarding particular 

customers' segments can be a big issue. Indeed, the company faces some major challenges 

when dealing with the development of personalized choices throughout the journey and 

simultaneously comply with the rules of the booking engine. Then, the company does not 

perfectly follow the theory developed by Grownder (2011), suggesting that in order to answer 

the increasing heterogeneous customer demand, personalization has a key role in e-commerce. 

Regarding the theory of competitive advantage, the company considers customers as a 

significant resource to develop new commercial products and services and so it is in link with 

Barney's principles (1991).  

Barney (1991) states that a firm has a competitive advantage when it implements a value-

creating strategy not simultaneously implemented by competitors and other firms are unable 

to duplicate the benefits of this strategy. This theory is confirmed in the case of TAP when 

considering indirect competitors (e.g. online travel agencies) as the airline is more able to 

offer a wide range of personalized products / services to a certain segment as well as 

customized options through the booking process on the e-commerce platform. However, 

regarding direct competitors, as argued by TAP, the ground pre-flight experience is a 

significant stage for the airline in order to develop an added value to the customers and 

differentiate the company from meta-search engines or online travel agencies. However, 

comparing with direct competitors, it is usually more difficult for TAP and airlines overall to 

develop a causal ambiguity as suggested by Barney (1991) in the resource-based view theory.  

 

Case study three: Swiss International Air Lines 

Firms that closely meet the needs of their buyers by delivering a personalized service will 

satisfy a large number of customers (Kotha, 1995; Nayyar, 1995; Kotha & Rajgopal, 2004). It 

is exactly what SWISS is currently doing and continue working on this aspect to go further. 

Today, the web technology adopted by SWISS does not allow the company to tailor the offer 

and the e-commerce appearance to the interest of one single customer as developed by 

Schubert and Ginsburg (2010). Nevertheless, the company is able to deliver an online 

personalized offer thanks to a categorization throughout the search. 
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 As the customer demand is increasingly becoming heterogeneous, SWISS is able to deliver 

more services and functions of personalization in order to present a tailor-made offer and 

consequently drive an innovative business in e-commerce (Grownder, 2011; Piller et al., 

2014). In the context of e-business, personalization aims to design and recommend products 

and services that are meeting customers segments' or individual' characteristics (Chellappa & 

Sin, 2005; Lee & Cranage, 2011). However, at SWISS, it has been emphasized that the 

personalization of the e-commerce platform itself represent a key advantage when customers 

are comparing an airline to an online travel agency.  

 

Some elements intervene in the growth of a firm and the ability to build a sustainable 

competitive advantage (Barney, 1991). SWISS mentioned the factor of "trust" regarding the 

customers' behaviour when they book via the airline's website as an important resource for the 

company in order to achieve a sustainable competitive advantage as defined by Barney (1991) 

against indirect competitors (ibid). As a result, the implementation of personalized products 

and services or personalized online interface within the e-commerce platform, enable the 

company to create value for the customers and meet Barney's theory (1991).  

 5.1.3 e-CRM and meeting the customers' needs 

Case study one: Brussels Airlines 

Brussels Airlines customer relationship management encompasses different tools which are 

more suitable regarding a particular project. The electronic CRM allows a firm to maintain an 

effective e-commerce platform, meeting customers behaviors (Mahmoud, 2007). In respect to 

this, Brussels Airlines collect data from relevant customers through different "users testing" of 

a platform. This means that following the launch of a new product/service, the company 

analyzes how a customer react from a commercial aspect by asking customers to perform 

testing on a user interface. As a result, Brussels Airlines can improve the customer service 

and the design of the platform (Mahmoud, 2007). Subsequently, as the company tends to 

achieve high standards of customer satisfaction, this should bring positive rewards for 

Brussels Airlines (Constantinos et al., 2003).  

In the development of a new commercial product/service, Brussels Airlines argued about the 

importance to gather relevant customers data for a specific targeted segment in order to 

respond more efficiently (Chen & Popovich, 2003). 

 

Case study two: TAP Portugal  

By analyzing the empirical findings, I noticed that TAP is strongly using e-CRM tools in 

order to deliver an offer meeting customers' needs. As argued by Mahmoud (2007), the 

electronic customer relationship management plays a key role in the process of managing the 

e-commerce platforms and the relationships with customers making use of information 

technology. 

The company TAP practices the customer relationship management mainly through the social 

medias but also aims to identify customers' needs and behaviors through transactional 

processes and technologies in different departments, in order to focus marketing and  

e-commerce efforts on the right customers (Chen & Popovich, 2003). As TAP acquires a 

better knowledge about the customers, the company can better interact and respond to its 

customers in the goal to improve the retention rate and adapt airline's response to the 

changing environment (ibid).  
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Fjermestad and Romano (2003) suggest that in order to conduct a successful customer 

relationship management, firms should focus on "economically valuable" customers while 

repelling "economically invaluable ones". This theory is not entirely tested in the case of 

TAP. Indeed, the company has emphasized that it was much easier to track passengers who 

are members of TAP's frequent flyer program who enter their loyalty number during the 

booking process. As a result, TAP will tend to focus on these "economically valuable" 

customers, represented by different segments, in order to adapt its business.  Even though the 

company also maintains a sustainable relationship with all the customers through others  

e-CRM tools such as social medias. TAP aims to build a long-term customer relationship, 

particularly with the "frequent flyers" customers (Gronroos 1996) and maintain a long-term 

customer loyalty (Harison & Boonstra, 2008). The company use web analytics, aiming to 

understand customer searches, priorities and patterns, following customers' data. Then, it 

allows the company to constantly redesign the e-commerce platform in order to have a better 

approach to complex searches and recognize different search patterns. This fits with Frenzen 

and Davis's theory (1990) in the sense that on the basis of the data that the customers provide, 

TAP is able to design a personalized booking process, ensuring beneficial exchanges between 

both parts. 

 

Case study three: Swiss International Air Lines 

By considering customers data as key attributes in the business and more particularly in the 

field of e-commerce, SWISS fits perfectly with Anton and Hoeck's theory (2002) and 

demonstrates that the company has a great customer culture (Chaffey & Smith, 2008). Indeed 

customer relationship management philosophy position the customers at the core of the 

business and consider the effectiveness of CRM as a driver of the company's success. Hence, 

it allows the company to better understand customers' patterns to eventually adapt the 

different products / services (Chen & Popovich, 2003) and improve customer retention and 

loyalty over longer periods of time (ibid). Furthermore, maintaining fruitful relationships will 

enhance strategic bonds between SWISS and its customers and leverage mutual benefits 

(Frenzen & Davis, 1990; Constantinos et al., 2003).  

Although SWISS is using CRM tools over the Internet (Kelley et al., 2003) to meet 

customers' needs, the company remain careful, taking into account that they are a global 

airline, the interview reveals that e-CRM sometimes leave out some specific segments or 

geographical regions. In parallel, SWISS maintain a relationship with customers through 

direct interviews. 

According to the interview with SWISS, it appears that the company is quite well focused on 

the customers in order to have an effective e-commerce (Fjermestad and Romano, 2003). 

 5.1.4 Customer involvement 

Case study one: Brussels Airlines 

Evolving in a very dynamic industry, Brussels Airlines has understood the importance to 

involve customers in the business in the aim to create a sustainable competitive advantage 

(Sawhney et al., 2005) and eventually bring a an added-value to the product offerings or 

service (Prahalad & Ramaswamy, 2004). Paradoxically, unlike the theory developed by 

Leonard and Rayport (1997), Brussels Airlines tend also to forecast customers' behavior 

according to the company's own assumption. As a result, this may restrict the understanding 

of customers knowledge (ibid).  
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Scholars advocate the creation of a customer community, social platform on the company's 

website (Dahan & Hausser, 2002; Sawhney et al, 2005) in order to get access to customers 

knowledge, although Brussels Airlines does not fit with this theory. The company does not 

believe in social medias environment as a source of customer involvement in the development 

of new products and services. Indeed, when it comes to involve customers, Brussels Airlines 

is more looking for rational ideas and feedback instead of emotional thinking. However, the 

company assumed that virtual environments allow to maintain a relationship with customers 

in real time and in higher frequencies (Sawhney et al., 2005). 

Regarding the level of customer involvement, Brussels Airlines is more willing to collaborate 

with customers in a form of customization (Prahalad & Ramaswamy 2004) instead of co-

creation. Brussels Airlines customers are involved through e-commerce platform testing in the 

last stages of the product/service development process (Kristensson et al., 2008).  

 

Case study two: TAP Portugal 

As mentioned previously in the analysis, TAP consider the customers as resources when it 

comes to bring new ideas and value in the new product and service development process. As a 

result, the customers are contributing in the enhancement of the competitive advantage. The 

theory of Sawhney et al. (2005) aforementioned is therefore verified. Accordingly to the 

theory, the evolution of the Internet and the emergence of Web 3.0 platforms have improved 

the ability for firms to interact and engage with customers (Dahan & Hausser, 2002; Sawhney 

et al, 2005) as well as creating a one-to-one relation (Almeida et al., 2013). When it comes to 

manage the degree of customer involvement, Kristensson et al. (2008) argue that firms have 

the choice between different strategies, and at TAP it is mainly a strategy of customization, 

(Prahalad & Ramaswamy, 2004). In this sense, the company is able through the new 

technologies of Web 3.0 to filter information to individual interest on the  

e-commerce platform, namely the affinity shopping (Almeida et al., 2013). This means that 

thanks to the R&D unit, TAP is focused on customers' needs and requirements. However, the 

company described a very complex process when involving customers in major 

product/service development as several internal and external rules come into play. 

  

Case study three: Swiss International Air Lines 

The company SWISS is active in involving the customers in the new product and service 

development process. SWISS seems to recognize the importance of the challenge to 

collaborate with customers in order to bring value in the business (Prahalad & Ramaswamy, 

2004; Thomke & von Hippel, 2002; Sawhney et al., 2005). Although SWISS does not involve 

the customers through social communities on the airline website (Dahan & Hausser, 2002), 

the company focus its efforts of interactions with customers on other virtual environments. 

Social medias, such as Facebook and LinkedIn or social platforms dedicated to frequent flyers 

community (e.g. "Flyertalk") are very relevant for the company to involve customers in 

discussions and to know their thoughts about a particular project in real time (Sawhney et al., 

2005). Indeed, by reaching a more targeted area, although external to the airline's website, 

where individuals share the same  interest for the airline industry or especially SWISS, it will 

bring a greater value for the company in terms of knowledge (Dahan & Hausser, 2002). 

Premium customers are also invited by SWISS for panel discussions or focus group. As a 

result, by giving a great importance in importing the knowledge form the leading-edge 
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customers into the e-commerce activities, SWISS confirm the theory highlighted by von 

Hippel (1988).  

When it comes to involve customers, SWISS usually proceeds in two stages. Regarding the 

degree of customers' involvement, it often depends about the degree of innovation that the 

company wants to develop. The term of co-creation refers to the involvement of a customer in 

the production of a good or service, the final value is enhanced as the customer is able to 

tailor the product or service to his/her needs and desires (Lusch et al., 2007; Kristensson et al., 

2008). In the first stage, SWISS engage its customers into a co-creation process as defined 

previously. However, the company argued that it is easier to engage customers when it 

concerns smaller innovation. Moreover, unlike the suggested definition, the company does not 

guarantee a product or service tailored on an individual basis but rather at the level of 

customers' segments needs and behaviours. 

Secondly, the company perform a customization process by involving its customers. As 

argued by Prahalad and Ramaswamy (2004), this strategy often involves customers at the end 

of the innovation phase. To do this, SWISS involve customers into experience testing of the  

e-commerce platform itself, the path to purchase a certain product and/or service. However, 

the company is more reluctant to allow customer involvement with a high degree of flexibility 

(Sawhney et al., 2005) when it regards the design of the e-commerce platform. According to 

SWISS, the design of the path to the product/service refers more to the expertise of the airline.  

The customer involvement eventually plays a key role in the enhancement of SWISS' 

competitive advantage (Prahalad & Ramaswamy, 2004). 

 5.1.5 Effects of e-CRM on Customer Loyalty 

Case study one: Brussels Airlines 

Unlike the theory developed by Kelley et al. (2003), Brussels Airlines has not implemented 

real CRM tools within the e-commerce platform. Instead, the company focus on maintaining a 

good relationship with customers through social networks. Confirming Shaw's statement 

(2011), Brussels Airlines develop specific offers for specific segments arising from a good 

communication with customers and a relevant assumption from the company. It also appear 

that for Brussels Airlines, price sensitivity is a factor influencing the way customers make 

purchase and are loyal to a specific airline. However, this goes in contradiction with the 

theory argued by Degeratu et al. (1998) and Kelley et al. (2003). 

 

Case study two: TAP Portugal 

According to the literature, the implementation of e-CRM tools in the e-commerce platform 

should allow the company to gain a better knowledge of the customers' expectations and as a 

result enhance the customer loyalty (Kelley et al., 2003). However, TAP proceeds differently 

since the company does not really possesses CRM tools or an interactive interface with the 

customers on the e-commerce platform. Nevertheless, TAP has chosen to focus  the efforts on 

social medias platforms in order to communicate with its customers and deliver them the best 

service. When managing customer relationship, Chen and Popovich (2003) highlighted the 

importance for firms to anticipate customers' needs and provide them consistent service at 

levels above their expectations in order to positively influence the customer loyalty. This key 

factor playing a role on the loyalty has been also emphasized by TAP. However, TAP raised a 

significant issue affecting the industry overall, by admitting that loyal customers tend to 

disappear, evolving towards global customers with global needs. To overcome this issue, TAP 
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develop tailor-made offers targeting specific customers' segments, leading to an increased 

conversion rate on the e-commerce and an enhanced customer loyalty. In this way, TAP 

confirms the theory developed by Shaw (2011). 

 

Case study three: Swiss International Air Lines 

As argued in the literature, some factors are more likely to influence the customers loyalty 

and the way customers make purchase (Kelley et al., 2003). At SWISS, the key factor is the 

trust that individuals have regarding booking via SWISS' website instead of a doing so on 

other carrier's websites or online travel agencies. The company has built a two-way 

relationship with the customers thanks to e-CRM tools within social medias instead of 

implementing it on the e-commerce platform (Kelley et al., 2003). The company fits perfectly 

with the theory developed by Coltman (2007) in the sense that SWISS is continually putting 

efforts in customer relationship management in order to succeed in a fierce competitive 

environment. Indeed, a good CRM will impact on the performance of the company (Day & 

Wesnley, 1988). Consequently, by considering customers as a relevant source within SWISS 

business and conducting a two-way relationship with them, it will lead the company to 

significant performance outcomes, enhancing the customers loyalty (Day & Wensley, 1988).  

5.2 Cross Case Analysis 

In the second part of this chapter is the cross case analysis. Here, the cases are compared 

against each other, based on the findings in the within case analysis. In order to reveal and 

analyze the patterns, some tables are summarizing all the three cases in conjunction with the 

theory.  

 5.2.1 E-commerce organization 

It is possible to assume that the main goals behind putting efforts on e-commerce platforms 

are to increase sales and revenues (Harison & Boonstra, 2008). One out of the three cases 

mentioned the importance to be always present for customers. In two cases, the offer of 

services and delivering the right offer is also primarily crucial. However, it appear that even 

though the development of new services around the core business is a good strategy against 

the competitors, one case out of the three emphasized the difficulty to deal with different 

revenues from the core product/service.  

 
Table 2: Goals of e-commerce organization (own illustration) 

 Brussels Airlines TAP  SWISS 

E-commerce 

organization 

 

- Increase sales & 

revenues 

- Product 

Management 

- Offer of services 

- Increase sales & 

revenues 

 

- Increase sales & 

revenues 

- Services 

- Automation 

 5.2.2 Personalization of products / services and competitive advantage 

In the three airlines analyzed in this thesis, it appear that some factors make customers more 

willing to book online. Brussels Airlines claimed the factor of price sensitivity while SWISS 

mentioned the importance of trust between the company and customers. This could be 

explained by the strong presence of low-cost airlines at Brussels Airport. These are two 
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driven factors that airlines are dealing with to enhance their competitive advantage on online 

platforms (Barney, 1991). 

When it comes to launch a new commercial product or service, the airlines tend to conduct a 

personalization strategy to deliver a tailor-made offer to a particular market segment (Lee & 

Cranage, 2011). As Brussels Airlines mentioned, it is not possible to launch a product/service 

only on an individual basis. In each case, the company aims to develop added-value to the 

products and services around the core business. It is also possible to affirm that the 

personalization of the e-commerce platform itself constitutes a significant asset for the airline 

in order to enhance its competitive advantage. The design of the platform according to 

customer's characteristics and the possibility to personalize the research through different 

functions, allow airlines to enhance the competitiveness against third-party websites 

(Chellappa & Sin, 2005; Lee & Cranage, 2011). 

Despite the fact that one company, namely Brussels Airlines, does not perform yet a 

personalization by categorization in the e-commerce, the two other cases have already 

implemented this strategy of personalization (Schubert & Ginsburg, 2010) thanks to several 

improvements of the booking engine. 
 

Table 3: Summary of personalization of products/services and competitive advantage (own illustration) 

 Brussels Airlines TAP  SWISS 

Personalization of 

products/services 

and competitive 

advantage 

 

- Cost sensitivity 

factor. 

- Personalization of 

commercial products 

to specific segments. 

 

- Non applicable 

- Personalization by 

categorization. 

- Starts offering 

distinctive 'A la carte' 

services. 

- Trust as a driven 

factor to book on 

SWISS's website. 

- Personalization by 

categorization. 

- Starts offering 

distinctive 'A la carte' 

services. 

- More personalized 

products and services 

on SWISS's website 

than third-parties. 

 5.2.3 e-CRM and meeting the customers' needs 

The e-CRM tools to meet customers' needs are not very well developed within the three 

airlines. Indeed, it appear that they meet some technical issues related to the booking engine 

when implementing such tools on their e-commerce platform, as several factors have to be 

considered (Sigala 2003, Rigby et al., 2002). Nevertheless, TAP argued that it is easier to 

track frequent flyers online and therefore, the company might tend to narrow too much its 

knowledge about these 'economically valuable' customers. SWISS, for its part pointed out the 

weakness of using only e-CRM tools, as these may leave out some specific segments or 

geographical regions. The three cases are not optimizing the use of social medias with the e-

commerce platforms. In other words, customers cannot make purchases while they are on a 

social media as it has been suggested (Almeida et al., 2013).  
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Table 4: Summary of e-CRM and meeting the customers'needs (own illustration) 

 
Brussels Airlines TAP  SWISS 

e-CRM and meeting 

the customer's 

needs 

 

- Users profile 

 

- Users profile 

- Frequent flyers 

easier to track 

- Users profile 

- Weaknesses of e-

CRM tools 

 

 5.2.4 Customer involvement 

Understanding the theory presented in the literature review by Sawhney et al. (2005), 

Kristensson et al. (2008), the three airlines understand that the customer involvement is 

important and this aspect plays a role on the enhancement of the sustainable competitive 

advantage. This is why the three cases attempt to create added value on the product/service or 

on the e-commerce platform in order to distinct themselves from the competitors. 

Moreover, all the three airlines agree to say that by involving customers from a well targeted 

area, it will bring airlines a greater knowledge and value (Dahan & Hausser, 2002). 

However, the level of customer involvement is not the same between the three airlines, even 

though each of them mainly involve customers in the last stages of the innovation process 

through customization (Prahalad & Ramaswamy, 2004). TAP and SWISS involve customers 

in the early stages whether online or whether through direct interviews in the form of focus 

group, panel discussions, depending on the project. Both SWISS and TAP agreed to say that it 

is easier to involve customers through co-creation when it concern projects with a lower 

degree of innovation. Brussels Airlines is still in the early stages of the customer involvement 

process and emphasizes the relations with customers in the last stages of the product/service 

development. 
 

Table 5: Summary of Customer involvement 

 
Brussels Airlines TAP  SWISS 

Customer 

involvement 

 

- Customers as 

resources 

- Strategy of 

customization 

 

- Customers as 

resources 

- Strategy of 

customization 

- Complex process 

for major innovations 

- Customers as 

resources 

- Strategy of 

customization 

- Targeted customers 

communities 

- Complex process 

for major innovations 
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 5.2.5 Effects of e-CRM on Customer Loyalty 

In addition to a loyalty scheme, the understanding of customer needs in the relationship 

building will tend to enhance the customer loyalty (Shaw, 2011). In this sense, it has been 

observed that the three cases aim to deliver an offer meetings customer segments behaviours 

and build a two-way relationship. It is possible to notice that through a good customer 

relationship, airlines are gaining a deeper understanding of their customers and their 

expectations, meeting the principles cited in Kelley et al. (2003). In this sense, the 

development of customizable and personalizable options will bring worthwhile reward in 

terms of added value and lead to an enhanced customer loyalty (Shaw, 2011). Nevertheless, 

regarding the empirical data of the three airlines, this study admits that some progress still 

have to be accomplished in e-CRM within the e-commerce platform. In this research, airlines 

are mainly focusing their e-CRM on social medias.  
 

Table 6: Summary of Effects of e-CRM on Customer Loyalty 

 
Brussels Airlines TAP  SWISS 

Effects of e-CRM 

on Customer 

Loyalty 

 

- Two-way 

relationship 

- Two-way 

relationship 

- Anticipate 

customers needs 

- Two-way 

relationship 
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6. Conclusion 

In this chapter, a final conclusion is drawn from the cases studied in this thesis. In this 

context, the research questions are answered, implications for theory and practice are 

elaborated and starting points for further research proposed.  

6.1 Conclusion 

The purpose of this study was to describe how airlines can create personalized e-commerce 

strategies by considering the customer involvement in order to enhance their competitiveness. 

Furthermore, it aims to demonstrate whether airlines could increase their customer loyalty by 

implementing the concept of customer relationship management (CRM) within their  

e-commerce strategies.  

As characterized in the problem discussion, airlines evolving in a very dynamic industry are 

constantly focusing on their customers and aiming to develop online tailor-made offers. 

Managing customers data and dealing with the customer involvement are key challenges for 

airlines to gain a sustainable competitive advantage. No real concept of making a link 

between the customer involvement and competitive advantage in the context of e-commerce 

has been developed among scholars who leave here a gap on the theory which is taken up and 

addressed in this thesis. Below here the two research questions of this thesis will be answered.  

 

Research question 1: "How do airlines deal with customer involvement within their  

e-commerce strategies of personalization?" 

It appeared that the three companies involve their customers through various methods. 

However, they do not really co-create new ideas with their customers, but remain on the level 

of customer involvement. Although airlines affirmed to consider customers as valuable 

resources in their businesses, only few of them really involve customers in all stages of the 

project development within the e-commerce. Then, the research shows that customer 

involvement occurs mainly in the early stage of the product/service development process, by 

interacting with customers in the idea generation stage. Even though, the customer 

involvement in the early stage is depending on the project and the internal/external rules 

specific to the company. Companies expressed their concerns about the increase in cost and 

operational complexity caused by involving customers on major projects development. 

One out of the three cases showed that customer involvement is more likely to happen when 

launching new commercial products/services rather than in the design and functionalities of 

the path to purchase, i.e. e-commerce platform. According to this airline, the elaboration of an 

effective e-commerce platform is more related to the airline's expertise.  

Nevertheless, it appear that companies are concerned about knowing how customers will react 

to a certain product or service from a commercial point of view. Therefore, in each case, the 

company employs customer involvement in the stage of testing. 

 

This study shows that airlines are involving customers through the relation between both 

parts. With the evolution of the Internet and social communities, customers are in general pro-

active in sharing their thoughts and feedback which are mostly emotional. As a result, one out 

of the three cases highlighted the fact that it is not relevant to involve customers on  

e-commerce projects through social medias. The main reasons were the emotional feedback as 
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well as the difficulty to track customers' profiles on social medias. Hence, it appear that the 

three airlines agreed to say that before involving customers it crucial to target specific 

profiles, who can bring a great knowledge on a specific project. Eventually, companies have 

to follow a customer-centric view.   

 

Research question 2: "How do airlines increase their customer loyalty in the European 

market in order to enhance their competitive advantage?" 

On the very competitive airline European market, customer loyalty is closely related to the 

ability for airlines to deliver specific offers meeting customer segments behaviour and needs. 

By offering personalized options on the e-commerce platform, airlines have the possibility to 

thwart indirect competitors (online travel agencies, metasearch engines,etc). Moreover, by 

delivering products/services meeting specific needs, airlines increase their customer loyalty 

as, customers are more willing to purchase again a flight with the same company. Hence, 

airlines are managing a good relationship with customers in order to know what are their 

requirements  in order adapt the different products/services and create an intelligent e-

commerce platform which design personalized offer for each customers. As a result, this 

relation brings mutual benefits for both parts and tend to increase the customer loyalty. 

Research question 3: "How do airlines manage the customer involvement by implementing 

the CRM in their e-commerce?" 

It appear that the three airlines studied in this thesis are involved in dealing with customers 

communities. However the study show that companies are not always implementing CRM 

tools on the e-commerce platform itself. Instead, these airlines argued that they prefer to 

maintain a customer relationship through online point of contacts external to their website. 

Also, when it comes to customer involvement, airlines often aim to focus on 'economically 

valuable customers', i.e. frequent flyers, as suggested in the theory. However, one airline out 

of the three claimed that customers are not loyal anymore, highlighting the fact that they are 

becoming global customers with global needs. This research shows that airlines tend to push 

their efforts in social platforms when it comes to manage the customer relationship. 

6.2 Contributions and Implications 

This thesis contributes to underline in which way and to which extent airlines are involving 

customers in the personalization of e-commerce strategies to enhance their customer loyalty 

and their competitive advantage.  

Furthermore, this study can be useful to any scholar or student studying the matter of 

customer involvement and competitive advantage in the e-commerce context. Ultimately, as it 

will be mentioned in the further research suggestions part of this work, the data collected by 

this study can contribute to the development of the database for this subject and therefore 

allow a better understanding of this matter. 

6.3 Further Research 

Since this thesis has been studying the customer involvement in the e-commerce context, 

leading to a sustainable competitive advantage, based on a qualitative study considering three 

European Airlines, further qualitative and quantitative studies could strengthen the findings. 
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Additional qualitative research in other airlines business models, i.e. low-costs and hybrid, or 

in other industries, could assist the generalization of the theoretical model presented. 

Moreover, the author believes that the conduction of a quantitative research regarding this 

topic, would assist to understand the consumers perception about the their role in the 

product/service development process and the impact on customer loyalty. 

6.4 Recommendations 

First, it can be argued that the three airlines analyzed in this research are more and more 

tending to understand customer segments behaviours. These companies are all involving their 

customers at different levels and stages of the product/service development process. This 

study identified several recommendations for the three airlines and particularly for Brussels 

Airlines. 

 

The airlines should continue to focus on customer involvement in order to be able to launch 

personalized strategies within the e-commerce. Moreover, in general e-commerce platforms 

are not enough interactive and responsive to real-time questions or issues.  

 

A suggestions for Brussels Airlines would be to engage customers at the early stage of the 

product/service development process. It seems that very often the company launch new offers 

based mainly on the company's own assumption and market knowledge, although in some 

cases, customers are involved into online testing.  

Even though Brussels Airlines has been developing several products and services meeting 

specific segments, the company should focus on launching customizable options during the 

online booking process. 

 

Regarding the e-CRM, a suggestion for the three airlines would be to evolve through a more 

connected environment between the e-commerce and social platforms. In this sense, making 

the e-commerce a contact centre for customers and enabling them to react in real time within 

the booking process.   
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APPENDIX 

Appendix A: Semi-Structured Interview Guide in English 

 

Introduction 

1. Presentation of the thesis 

2. Brief explanation of the theory used 

3. Could you introduce yourself ? 

4. What is your experience within the company? 

1. e-Commerce organization 

5. Could you describe the e-commerce organization within your company? 

6. What is (are) the strategic goal(s) for airlines behind putting efforts on their  

e-commerce platform?  

7. What are the main challenges for airlines (in general) when dealing with e-commerce 

and customer involvement? 

2. Personalization of products and services and sustainable competitive 

advantage 

8. How do you define the personalization through an e-commerce platform? 

9. In what way do you conduct market research to evaluate customers' needs and be able 

to sell a "tailor-made" offer? 

10. How do you consider the customer engagement in order to deliver an innovative  

e-commerce platform? 

11. To what extent personalized strategies can be used in e-commerce? 

12. Do you see different levels? 

13. By adopting strategies of personalization, can you measure a positive return from the 

customers? 

14. What are the key driven factors that you have to deal with in order to enhance your 

competitive advantage on online platforms? 

15. What are the components, values that differentiates your company from the 

direct/indirect competition when making a purchase on the company's website? 

16. On the condition that customers are integrated into your product/service development 

process, do you think that customers are important (1) only when it comes to smaller 

innovations, (2) only when it regards major innovations, or (3) in both areas? 

3. e-CRM and meeting the customers' needs 

17. Do you have CRM tools on your website, e-commerce platforms in order to track 

customer needs in real time? 
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18. How do you manage relations with customers on your e-commerce platform? 

19. Do you have CRM tools on your website, e-commerce platforms in order to track 

customer needs in real time? 

20. How do you conduct customer relationship management online? 

21. Do you believe it is more profitable to focus CRM activities on 'economically valuable 

customers'?  

4. Customer involvement 

22. Do you offer a virtual community to your customers so that they can discuss with 

other customers about your commercial products, services or the company? (virtual 

communities so that customers can exchange product and company-related 

information with peers). 

23. Does your client-oriented strategy allows the communication between the company 

and your customers one-way or two-way?  

24. Do you think that your customers are participating and integrated in the new 

commercial products and services development process? 

25.  If so, are they more involved in the first stages or last stages of the development 

process? 

26. Do you see your customers as resources, co-producers or buyers? 

27. If you want to use customers to create better products, what is the main problem you 

need to overcome? 

28. Do you think that contacts with your frequent flyers customers will improve product 

success rates? (Yes/No) 

29. Do you think that members of a virtual community can jointly create innovation?  

(virtual communities as innovation communities) (Yes/No) 

5. Effect of e-CRM on Customer Loyalty 

30. How would you define customer loyalty beyond a frequent a flyer program? 

31. When is a customer see valuable towards your company? 

32. How do you deal with the customer relationship management within your  

e-commerce?  

33. Do you believe that a successful e-CRM will lead to a sustainable competitive 

advantage? 

34. What is your opinion about your company focus on customer on e-commerce? 

35. Does the increasing of "tailor-made" offers and personalized options through the 

booking system, positively influence the customer loyalty? If so, in which sense? 
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